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Ian Buckley, 

Submission to ANU’s 

Commission for the Human Future 
  

Origins of Modern Economies, Engineering WW2 and Plundering the Planet 

Abstract 

   Starting with thoughts on the disarray of the world around us, its economic asymmetries, 

instabilities and break-downs, its extreme inequities, frictions and centuries-long ‘trade wars’ 

aggravated by over-production, we can see why the classical economists railed against it. (AS_WN, 

IV.8.49) Moreover, since over the centuries that aggregate industrial over-production has taken 

no account of the current fast-diminishing reserves of that wealth, Nature’s mineral integrity has 

been undermined to the point of near-total economic paralysis, much of its wealth locked up in 

finance havens for the rich, as outlined hereunder. Going back some centuries, modern Western 

economies arose from fragments of the long-fallen Roman Empire, their Feudal traits intact, these 

germinating about 1500AD into Europe’s successors’ hands. Forcefully-acquired lands gave 

imagined rights to legalise its ‘ownership’, use, and unearned wealth. Thus, elites continued 

‘convenient’ rules of trade, people pushed off the land, into towns, cities etc. Before long, coal-

energised machines vastly expanded production. An industrial market emerged, mercantile 

political economies’ taking hold across Europe’s nations, each aggressively competing with the 

others. As moral philosopher Adam Smith would later describe, that led to repeated wars. Although 

honest two-way trade was well known, it was unacceptable to elitists claiming special privileges, 

such as monopolies and other cheating scams. For example, included in ‘international trade’, 

overseas land was invaded and looted of resources and people, slavery included, as in the Far 

East, Americas, Africa. This leading to the West’s long history of colonisation wars and (over the 

spoils) wars between the Imperial powers themselves, such leading to WW1. (c.f., John A. Hobson’s  

Imperialism A Study, 1902 (JAH)) ‘Winning’ hinged on which power would dominate Europe 

economically, thereby militarily.(PK) Yet, all had lost heavily, grossly indebted and, with ‘God’s 

imagined backing’, multi-millions of sons sacrificed. Seeing Germany responsible, some grabbed 

its wealth. For British (and many other) Conservatives, Russia’s revolution ‘demanded’ military 

intervention (which failed). Hence, their support of Hitler’s Germany to re-arm, they intending to 

stop a communist ‘virus’ helping Europeans survive the mercantile system’s 1929 Great 

Depression. Although anti-communist, Winston Churchill disagreed: Russia no military threat; 

yet, via Hitler’s planned invasion of Russia for ’Lebensraum and Resources’, Germany might well 

become the dominant superpower! Notwithstanding that possibility, throughout the 1930s Britain’s 

Conservative Governments continued assisting Hitler’s intention to conquer Russia, - as Churchill 

documents in his history of WW2: The Second World War (Volume 1) The Gathering Storm, 

(Penguin Book,1948). Despite Churchill’s efforts to stop this madness, Conservative Cabinets 

persisted in assisting Hitler until Germany invaded Russia, September 22, 1939.  Hence WW2, 

multi-millions of deaths and today’s extended self-destroying socio-economic systems which 

threaten life on earth! 

Post WW2: "One day President Roosevelt told me that he was asking publicly for suggestions 

about what the war should be called. I said at once "the unnecessary war. There never was a war 

more easy to stop than that which has just wrecked what was left of the world from the previous 
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struggle."  Winston Churchill, (Preface xiv) to The Gathering Storm, Vol 1 of his History of WW2.  

(emphasis added) 

   Let’s begin with a quote from Lynne Olson’s NYT review of Tim Bouverie’s ‘Chamberlain, 

Hitler, Churchill, and the Road to War’: “Three months after Hitler came to power in Germany, 

the British ambassador in Berlin dispatched a prescient 5,000-word report to London. Having just 

read Mein Kampf, Sir Horace Rumbold correctly saw the book as Hitler’s master plan for the 

conquest of Europe. To his superiors, Rumbold outlined how the German leader planned to pick 

off countries one by one, all the while promising that his latest victim would be his last. …But the 

ambassador’s warning, like later admonitions from Winston Churchill and others, made no dent 

in the British government’s unflagging commitment to come to terms with Hitler, no matter the 

consequences.” (LO) It seems that that was so, for while the elite sectors of society were clearly 

terrified of communism, they may have had scant idea re. the possibilities of honest alternatives  

like just and fair versions of capitalism (as advocated by moral philosopher-economist Adam Smith 

and John Hobson) which being stable, just and fair, would be long-term sustainable. And, given a 

trial, that could have lifted Britain out of the Depression and away from the hideous prospect of 

launching Hitler’s Germany into a Second World War that would slaughter tens of millions. 

(AS_MS; JH; WC5i, 310-312) 

  As we know, the First World War left a deep impression, feelings of great disillusion, let-down, 

betrayal and a strong popular determination that it must never be allowed to happen again, a view 

shared by almost all who had any experience of it. But tragically there were influential exceptions. 

(see IB1, 7(c), 8A&B). Elsewhere, I’ve outlined some background to WW1, its origins and conduct. 

(http://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley/ (see IB,1-6). Here I’ll summarise some of that 

WW1 background relating to what follows. But first, let me outline Churchill’s understanding of 

what modern industrialised war would mean and second, his insights on its underlying corruptive 

causes and, by implication, how it could be prevented via honest trade. Thus, from his 1901 Maiden 

speech to the House: “We must not regard war with a modern Power as a kind of game in which 

we may take a hand, and with good luck may come safe home with our winnings. It is not that, and 

I rejoice that it cannot be that. A European war cannot be anything but a cruel, heartrending 

struggle, which, if we are ever to enjoy the fruits of victory, must demand, perhaps for several 

years, the whole manhood of the nation, the entire suspension of peaceful industries, and the 

concentrating to one end of every vital energy in the community....  … I have frequently been 

astonished since I have been in this House to hear with what composure and how glibly Members 

and even Ministers, talk of a European war. ...But now, when mighty populations are impelled on 

each other, .... when the resources of science and civilisation sweep away everything that might 

mitigate their fury, a European war can only end in the ruin of the vanquished and the scarcely 

less fatal commercial dislocation of the conquerors....We do not know what war is. We have had a 

glimpse of it in South Africa. Even in miniature it is hideous and appalling.” (MG1, 51-2) Then, 

Churchill, on Liberalism and the Social Problem,(online at: http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/18419 

Spirit of the Budget (1909) paras 362-64) (WC2) when he was an insightful Liberal Radical 

recognising that since the future ‘was in our own hands’, we should shape it to serve our most vital 

needs.  

Here, three key paragraphs: “The social conditions of the British people in the early years of the 

twentieth century cannot be contemplated without deep anxiety. The anxiety is keen because it 

arises out of uncertainty. It is the gnawing anxiety of suspense. What is the destiny of our country 

to be? Nothing is settled either for or against us. We have no reason to despair; still less have we 

any reason to be self-satisfied. All is still in our hands for good or for ill. We have the power to-

http://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley/
http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/18419
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day to choose our fortune, and I believe there is no nation in the world, perhaps there never has 

been in history, any nation which at one and the same moment was confronted with such opposite 

possibilities, was threatened on the one hand by more melancholy disaster, and cheered on the 

other by more bright, yet not unreasonable hopes. The two roads are open. We are at the cross-

ways. If we stand on in the old happy-go-lucky way, [362]the richer classes ever growing in wealth 

and in number, and ever declining in responsibility, the very poor remaining plunged or plunging 

even deeper into helpless, hopeless misery, then I think there is nothing before us but savage strife 

between class and class, with an increasing disorganisation, with an increasing destruction of 

human strength and human virtue—nothing, in fact, but that dual degeneration which comes from 

the simultaneous waste of extreme wealth and of extreme want. 

Now we have had over here lately colonial editors from all the Colonies of the British Empire, 

and what is the opinion which they expressed as to the worst thing they saw in the old country? 

The representatives of every Colony have expressed the opinion that the worst they saw here, was 

the extreme of poverty side by side with the extreme of luxury. Do not you think it is very impressive 

to find an opinion like that, expressed in all friendship and sincerity, by men of our own race who 

have come from lands which are so widely scattered over the surface of the earth, and are the 

product of such varied conditions? Is it not impressive to find that they are all agreed, coming as 

they do from Australia, [363]or Canada, or South Africa, or New Zealand, that the greatest danger 

to the British Empire and to the British people is not to be found among the enormous fleets and 

armies of the European Continent, nor in the solemn problems of Hindustan; it is not the Yellow 

peril nor the Black peril nor any danger in the wide circuit of colonial and foreign affairs. No, it 

is here in our midst, close at home, close at hand in the vast growing cities of England and Scotland, 

and in the dwindling and cramped villages of our denuded countryside. It is there you will find the 

seeds of Imperial ruin and national decay—the unnatural gap between rich and poor, the divorce 

of the people from the land, the want of proper discipline and training in our youth, the exploitation 

of boy labour, the physical degeneration which seems to follow so swiftly on civilised poverty, the 

awful jumbles of an obsolete Poor Law, the horrid havoc of the liquor traffic, the constant 

insecurity in the means of subsistence and employment which breaks the heart of many a sober, 

hard-working man, the absence of any established minimum standard of life and comfort among 

the workers, and, at the other end, the swift increase of vulgar, joyless luxury—here are [364]the 

enemies of Britain. Beware lest they shatter the foundations of her power. 

Then look at the other side, look at the forces for good, the moral forces, the spiritual forces, 

the civic, the scientific, the patriotic forces which make for order and harmony and health and life. 

Are they not tremendous too? Do we not see them everywhere, in every town, in every class, in 

every creed, strong forces worthy of Old England, coming to her rescue, fighting for her soul? That 

is the situation in our country as I see it this afternoon—two great armies evenly matched, locked 

in fierce conflict with each other all along the line, swaying backwards and forwards in strife—

and for my part I am confident that the right will win, that the generous influences will triumph 

over the selfish influences, that the organising forces will devour the forces of degeneration, and 

that the British people will emerge triumphant from their struggles to clear the road and lead the 

march amongst the foremost nations of the world.” 

Hence the urgency of societal justice as the key to national/international stability and peace. 

Well worth reading because he was about to choose between keeping Britain out of WW1 and 

siding with the few members (only 4 Cabinet members) favouring it. See IB19, 

https://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley/pages/A_Biographic_View_of_The_West.pdf. 

Pertinent because, enthusiastic about his role as The Admiralty’s First Lord, he chose to join them, 

only later realising how, tragically, all contending nations had lost and calamitously so. (See WC4, 

https://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley/pages/A_Biographic_View_of_The_West.pdf
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p.30-31)  Or, as Yale historian Paul Kennedy expressed it, “...the population losses and economic 

disruptions caused by four and a half years of ‘total’ war were immense. Around 8 million men 

were killed in actual fighting, with another 7 million permanently disabled and a further 15 million 

more or less seriously wounded – the vast majority of these being in the prime of their productive 

life..... the final casualty list for this extended period might have been as much as 60 million people, 

with nearly half of these losses occurring in Russia....”  and that “... by the late 1920s the prevailing 

images of WWI were of death, destruction, horror, waste, and the futility of it all. The 

‘Carthaginian peace’ of 1919, the lack of those benefits promised by wartime politicians in return 

for the people’s sacrifices, the millions of maimed veterans and of war widows, the economic 

troubles of the 1920s, the loss of faith and the breakdown in Victorian social and personal 

relationships, were all blamed upon the folly of the July 1914 decisions.” (Note  his revealing title: 

‘The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change and Military Conflict from 1500 to 

2000’, Fontana Press, London, 1989 (PK, p. 359-60, 367; Also the fact that for Russia this war 

was what tipped it into the revolution it was ‘bound to have’ (i.e., sooner or later, c.f.,  Britain, 

America and France).  For, it was ’expanding-industrialism’ that made it possible for major (‘no 

winners’) wars to occur. Indeed, knowing this, it’s a great shame Churchill did not join with Lord 

Morley, his Liberal Radical leader, since together they could have prevented the participation of 

Britain and thus, possibly, saved Europe as well. (See IB19, p.13-20)   

Now, I want to focus on how within a mere 20 years, elite sectors of the West, fearful that 

Russia’s turn to communism might induce their own war-shattered citizens to revolt, went on to 

engineer the Second World War. (IB1, 8; IBNF 13, 18 ; IB19). Such an idea may have started in 

1919 during the Paris Peace Conference when David Lloyd George’s Fontainebleau Memorandum 

warned of’ ‘the danger to civilisation’ should it give preference to avoiding another war rather than 

corruptly augmenting its elites’ self-serving special ‘privileges’.(MG3) At the time WW1 ‘victors’, 

Britain and France decreed that since Germany had ‘caused the war’, it must pay the entire cost. 

Also. that it alone must be disarmed. However, as economist John Maynard Keynes advised in The 

Economic Consequences of the Peace, (JMK) since all Western economies were deeply paralysed 

in war debt, Germany must be allowed to trade its way out. However, as throughout Feudalism, 

Europe’s nations had emerged with many of Feudalism’s traits intact, the elite sector continued to 

promote its aggressive trade and compound credit debt system, i.e., the mercantile political 

economy Adam Smith condemned for its unjust, greedy, war-plundering ways. Hence, e.g., the 

idea that Germany under Hitler (who’s Mein Kampf concentrated on Germany’s right to 

‘Lebensraum’ across Russia, - with its rich soils and mineral deposits) - could be used to strangle 

communism (along with its ideas) at their supposed source. For, as they saw it, otherwise, the 

West’s own war-devastated impoverished folk might also revolt. Indeed, with this in mind, Britain 

promptly began discussions with Germany about rearmament. 

How the Anglo-German Naval Agreement of 1935 Came About 

Indeed, it was an idea that persisted in pockets across the West. Of course, Hitler wanted to 

‘show the world’ what he could do to integrate Germany with one of Europe’s ‘top’ nations, 

Britain’s Conservative government promptly responding. Hence, within two years Britain and 

Germany had signed The Anglo-German Naval Agreement of 1935. For Churchill, that was a 

shocker, he vigorously protesting in the Commons. As Churchill put it, "...a most surprising act 

was committed by the British Government." That 'act' was at the instigation of its Conservative 

Cabinet, which included the Admiralty's First Lord, Eyres Monsell. the outcome a purely bilateral 

treaty. (WC5 Vi, 123-8)  
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As background, we need to remember that the Versailles Treaty, which aimed at preventing any 

future offensive activity, placed severe limits on the size of the German navy, allowing but six 

armoured ships (10,000 tons), 6 light cruisers (6,000 tons) and, understandably, absolutely no 

submarines. Along with Germany and Britain, the war-time Allies, US, France, Italy, Japan and 

other powers were all parties to that Versailles Treaty. In addition, although the US and Japan had 

always been central to previous Naval Conferences, not one of these former Allies were involved 

or even consulted. It was simply announced after the event!  

In essence what this Anglo-German Naval Agreement stated was that, in ships, the German navy 

should not exceed one third that of the British. Further, as Churchill explained, they then 

"...proceeded to concede to Germany the right to build U-boats, explicitly denied to her in the 

Peace Treaty. Germany might build 60 per cent of the British submarine strength, and if she 

decided that the circumstances were exceptional, she might build to 100 per cent."(WC5i, 124) So 

under this Agreement Germany could build 5 capital ships, 2 aircraft carriers, 21 cruisers, and 64 

destroyers. And this meant "...no practical limitation or restraint of any kind upon Germany's naval 

expansion", so that "In U-boats alone did they build to the full paper limits allowed. As soon as 

they were able to pass the 60 per cent limit they invoked the provision allowing them to build to 

100 per cent, and fifty seven were actually constructed when the war began." (WC5i, 125) 

Indeed, as Churchill related, British Ministers, made great play of the supposed "peaceful 

purposes" of the Agreement as "a step towards disarmament", further claiming that through 

cooperation with Germany, the submarine could be abolished! But as Churchill put it, "Considering 

that the condition attached to it was that all other countries should agree at the same time, and 

that it was well known there was not the slightest chance of other countries agreeing, this was a 

very safe offer for the Germans to make. This also applied to the German agreement to restrict the 

use of submarines so as to strip submarine warfare against commerce of inhumanity. Who could 

suppose that the Germans, possessing a great fleet of U-boats and watching their women and 

children being starved by a British blockade, would abstain from the fullest use of that arm. I 

described this view as 'the acme of gullibility.” (WC5i, 126) Here we should recall the costs of 

German submarine warfare during WWI. For then, as during WWII, not only were there vast losses 

of ships, crews and the passengers of many many nations but, likewise, Germany's submarine 

blockade of Britain’s vital imports went close to throttling it’s very survival.  

Moreover, "Far from being a step towards disarmament, the agreement, ....would inevitably 

have provoked a world-wide development of new war-ship building."(WC5i,126-8) Even more 

seriously, "It was also at this moment a great diplomatic advantage to Hitler to divide the Allies, 

to have one of them ready to condone breaches of the Treaty of Versailles, and to invest the 

regaining of full freedom to rearm with the sanction of agreement with Britain." And as he went 

on, "The effect of the announcement was another blow to the League of Nations."(WC5i, 125) The 

French were upset both at the non-consultation and the prospect of German U-boats. Mussolini 

"...was encouraged by what seemed the cynical and selfish attitude of Great Britain to press on 

with his plans against Abyssinia." (WC5i, 125) And Churchill made the highly significant point: 

"But worst of all is the effect upon our position at the other end of the world, in China and the Far 

East. What a windfall this has been to Japan. Observe what the consequences are. .....The British 

Fleet, when this programme is completed, will be largely anchored in the North Sea. .....the whole 

position in the Far East has been altered, to the detriment of the United States and Great Britain 

and to the detriment of China. ....". (WC5i, 127)  

How very true! It was indeed 'a great windfall to Japan', a great encouragement to it’s on-going 

military onslaught against China and anywhere else it might choose (and shortly did) without fear 
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of any effective British response, as all too soon we in Australia were to learn to our utter surprise*, 

dismay and sorrow. Finally, like so many other 'arrangements' and 'understandings' the British 

government had with Hitler, it was to greatly encourage both Hitler and Mussolini in their evil 

ambitions, an encouragement that was to disastrously 'blow-back' not only on the British people 

themselves, but on those of the Dominions and so many millions of others across the world, in the 

onset and dire costs of the Second World War.(DK) 

(* I say ‘surprise’ because, most unfortunately, almost all Australians (like so many others 

across the world) were so utterly ignorant of all this important background and hence completely 

vulnerable. Today, in contrast, if we want to be informed its good to know that there is just so much 

more information ‘out there’, much of it on the web once you know where and how to look, given 

the near-miraculous capacities of google and similar.)  

Supporting Germany's Rearmament Policies in General 

   The expected failure of the First World Disarmament Conference 1932-1933, together with the 

rise of Hitler, was to make the rearmament of Germany a certainty. And tragically, as noted, it was 

not only Hitler and his Nazi supporters who wanted Germany's rearmament, but many influential 

figures in Britain and elsewhere.  One prominent exception, however, was Winston Churchill who, 

from the early 1930s never ceased to warn Conservatives and others of the inevitable consequence 

of another world war if Germany was allowed to rearm. He likewise warned of the dangers of 

encouraging Hitler by acceding to his demands on other nations. In documenting examples of the 

British government’s Cabinet members and others, I will continue quoting from Churchill's "The 

Gathering Storm" his account of the origins of WWII (WC5i), as well as from his "Arms and the 

Covenant" and other key sources.  

   However, while Churchill consistently warned of the inevitable result of Germany's rearmament, 

he was ever opposed to ‘universal’ arms limitation. And although he was well aware of the looming 

catastrophe if civilisation continued to go on developing and stockpiling more and more powerful 

weapons of mass destruction (WC5i, 35-9; see IB1, Appendix I) as a confirmed Imperialist he was 

determined to maintain the Empire's freedom to use all weapons considered ‘necessary.’ Thus, 

while Churchill saw an important role for the League of Nations in limiting the arms of certain 

other nations, he did not want it to guarantee a 'level playing field' in international affairs. (re. Sir 

John Simons “Qualitative Disarmament”). However, regarding German rearmament, he (though 

not himself in government) was simply far more realistic than the wishful-thinking British 

Conservative Cabinet of the day who believed that Germany would, by conquering Communist 

Russia, simply be preserving the world’s lucrative (but unstable depression-prone) mercantile 

political economic system into the future. In contrast, Churchill was convinced that by capturing 

Russia’s land with its fertile soils and rich minerals, along with other European lands, etc., Hitler 

would be launched well on the way to world dominion, exactly what he wanted to prevent! 

   In recounting the military resurgence of Germany under Hitler throughout the 1930s, we will see 

whether Britain, having failed to honour its post-WW1 pledge for the universal limitation of arms 

would, in defiance of Versailles and the League Covenant, simply turn a blind eye to German 

rearmament or whether, more sinisterly, time-dishonoured Old Diplomacy would be used to 

promote that rearmament. After all, it was not as if the character of Hitler, by then in full control 

of a Nazi Germany, was unknown, since his extremely brutal anti-democratic and deeply 

antisemitic activities had been well documented during the '20s and 30s, i.e., both before and after 

his seizure of dictatorial power in 1933.(e.g., WC5i, 49-53; LH, 6-9 ) Moreover, we must remember 
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that Hitler’s ultimate aim of a rearmed Germany was to obtain more 'lebensraum' (living room) by 

military expansion eastwards, including the USSR, as he clearly expressed in Mein Kampf. (AH,v2, 

Ch.14, pp.586-609, esp. p.598) for Vol 2, Ch.14 (xiv) 

   Further, as also made clear in 'Mein Kampf', Hitler was highly critical of Germany's pre-WWI 

foreign policy. While he supported Germany's right to have expanded industrially and 

commercially, he saw its 19th Century attempts to develop overseas colonies in competition with 

the established Imperial Powers, Britain, France and Russia as inevitably leading to disaster: - war 

and its own downfall. Instead, Germany "...should have renounced colonies and sea power - and 

spared English industry our competition." But was such open peaceful competition with England 

ever possible? Hitler's answer: "We should have known that that could result only in war."(AH, 

129-131) In applying that bitter lesson to Germany’s post-WWI situation, Hitler stated that 

Germany's only realistic future, its only salvation, must lie in coming to an understanding with 

England on expanding its land borders, but entirely within Europe, by extending Eastwards into 

Russia. And since post-war Russia was a Communist state and since the British government shared 

his extreme hatred and fear of its economic system, he believed his solution would be acceptable 

to Britain and the West generally.  

   And for many Conservatives and even some Liberals, concerned ever since the Russian 

Revolution that a ‘communist virus’ might spread through Western Europe, a rearmed Germany 

under Hitler had enormous appeal as a key instrument for 'throttling' communism at its alleged 

source. Indeed, all the more so following the onset of the Great Depression, that profound economic 

collapse with mass unemployment and suffering. And given Hitler's passionate anti-communism 

(well evidenced from Mein Kampf) it might, have seemed certain that Britain could count him ‘on 

their side’. Any doubts that this was the situation driving the push to promote German rearmament 

should be dispelled by the following.  

Ongoing British-Assisted Rearmament  

   As documented by Churchill in the Commons, in July and November 1934 German rearmament 

was far advanced. German air power, growing faster than that of Britain, being two thirds its 

strength, it would thus exceed Britain's by 1936.( WC5i, 99-105) Although on advice from Air 

Minister, Lord Londonderry, these claims were denied, yet in March 1935, when Foreign Secretary 

Eden visited Berlin, Hitler claimed that Germany already had parity.(WC5i,108) In the following 

House debate this was admitted both by Prime Minister MacDonald and Baldwin. The stark reality 

was that German air strength forged ahead of Britain's through the rest of the 1930s and, according 

to Churchill, was twice that of Britain by the outbreak of WWII. (WC5i, 114-6)  

   Indeed, as early as 1932 when the German delegates to the First World Disarmament Conference 

demanded the removal of all bars to Germany’s rearmament, the London Times had been 

promoting a "timely redress of inequality" in arms. (WC5i, 66) Thus, throughout the 1930s under 

Geoffrey Dawson's editorship, the London Times quite notoriously gave constant support not only 

to German rearmament but to Hitler's foreign policy moves in general (c.f., The History of the 

Times). Further, prominent industrialists were motivated to actively assist that process. For 

example, in 1933, by which time Hitler had clearly displayed his truly evil ways and intentions, Sir 
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Arthur Balfour1 Chairman of Sheffield's Capital Steelworks was telling his sales managers: "Will 

the Germans go to war again? I don't think there is any doubt about it, and the curious thing about 

it is that I am almost persuaded that some day we shall have to let the Germans arm or we shall 

have to arm them. With the Russians armed to the teeth, and the tremendous menace in the East, 

Germany unarmed in the middle is always going to be a plum waiting for the Russians to take. One 

of the greatest menaces to peace in Europe to-day is the totally unarmed condition of Germany". 

(Sheffield Daily Telegraph, October 24, 1933; N-B1, 125). Note: At no stage was there evidence of 

‘Russians armed to the teeth’ or otherwise preparing for war, – i.e, until August 1939 when it 

became clear that Hitler was poised, ready to invade Russia. (WC5i, 339-41) 

   Indeed, Balfour’s ideas matched those of Britain's WWI Prime Minister, Lloyd George's 

statement to the House the following year, "...in a very short time, perhaps in a year, perhaps in 

two, the conservative elements in this country will be looking to Germany as the bulwark against 

Communism in Europe........Do not let us be in a hurry to condemn Germany. We shall be 

welcoming Germany as our friend." (Commons, Nov, 28, 1934, Hansard V.295, 919-20; see also 

Lloyd George's 1936 meeting with Hitler, (see below p 14) also IB1, 8B(d). below).  

   Perhaps not surprising then that many industrialists were happy to take commercial advantage of 

the 'favourable' political climate of the times. Indeed, by April 1934, Armstrong Siddeley was 

selling Germany its aircraft engines (N-B1,195) and, as revealed in 'The Aeroplane' of July 1934, 

the De Havilland Aircraft Company was already selling its military training planes to Germany, 

Japan and 8 other nations, its advertisement proclaiming: 

TIGER MOTH For Naval and Military Flying Training supplied to 

THE BRITISH ROYAL AIR FORCE and the Governments of China Japan Persia Poland 

Spain Portugal and Germany  

   Now lest it be thought that the above examples of encouragement and assistance to German 

rearmament were simply the responses of particular individuals, in 1935 two highly significant 

decisions were made at British Government level. While one provided de facto recognition of 

Germany's 'right' to rearm, the other positively encouraged it.  

The Stresa Conference (1935)  

   In March 1935 Germany launched two significant military initiatives, (a) an official constitution 

for its new Air Force and (b) a declaration that henceforth its army would be based on Compulsory 

National Service. Of course, both moves contravened the Versailles treaty "...upon which the 

League of Nations was founded."(WC5i, 117) Indeed, as Churchill emphasised, "...the formal 

establishment of conscription in Germany on March 16, 1935, marked the fundamental challenge 

to Versailles." (WC5i,128) And the further German Law of May 21, 1935, placed the newly defined 

'Wehrmacht' under the permanent control of Hitler. The regimentation of German youth was the 

prime task of the new arrangements. (WC5i, 128-9) A critical aspect was the setting up of the Hitler 

Youth organisation. Its role was to inculcate in children from their earliest years the 'ideals' of 

 
1 Five years later, the same Sir Arthur Balfour, by then Lord Riverdale, was to head Britain’s delegation to 

the Ottawa meeting that negotiated with Australian and other Dominion governments their agreement to an 

‘Empire Air Training Scheme’ (EATS), which, from 1939 and throughout WW2  recruited tens of thousands 

of young Dominions’ airmen for training and air operations over Europe and the Atlantic.(see John 

McCarthy, A Last Call of Empire: Britain and the Empire Air Training Scheme (JMcC); and below in 

“Australia’s Foreign Wars,” at IB1, 9E(c) & 9F(a-f)). 
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militarism with a view to ensuring their total and enthusiastic participation in military action when 

the time came. That great tragedy, which was to emerge all too soon for these unaware innocents, 

has been tellingly recounted in a very moving TV series, 'Hitler's Children' shown by SBS in 2000.  

   The international response to both initiatives was a conference of the former war-time Allies, 

Britain, France and Italy, under League of Nations’ auspices at Stresa. Britain was represented by 

MacDonald and Foreign Secretary Sir John Simon. MM Flandin and Laval were there for France 

and Mussolini and Suvich for Italy. The alleged purpose of the Conference was to challenge 

Germany's moves. However, as Churchill put it, "But the British representatives made it clear at 

the outset that they would not consider the possibility of sanctions in the event of treaty-violation. 

This naturally confined the Conference to the region of words." (WC5i, 119)  

   Consequently, all that finally eventuated was a bland ‘Resolution’ indicating "....complete 

agreement in opposing, by all practicable means, any unilateral repudiation of treaties which may 

endanger the peace of Europe, and will act in close and cordial collaboration for this 

purpose.”(WC5i,120) Subsequently, through both its Council and Assembly, the League formally 

protested at Germany's treaty breach, but as no major powers were willing to act, neither sanctions 

nor other enforcement occurred. And, of course, that amounted to the acceptance of German 

rearmament, its de facto recognition.  

The Public's Response to Flawed British Policy: The Peace Ballot of 1935  

   As above recounted, World War I left the peoples of Europe with a profound dread and hatred of 

war and a determination that a recurrence must be prevented at all costs. It is frequently implied, 

however, that in Britain such peace-loving people were not actively involved, that they were 

essentially passive in the matter. Certainly, that is how many Western governments wanted them 

to be, - and so treated them.  

   All the great inter-governmental decisions of the post-war period - so many contrary to their 

commitments under Versailles and the League Covenant, e.g., to oppose self- determination and 

universal arms limitation; to support German rearmament; to avoid serious challenge to Japan and 

Italy when those countries invaded other League nations, - were taken without reference to the 

wishes of the public at large, even though there were many citizen, veteran, and other NGOs vitally 

concerned and active on these issues. And obviously these decisions were taken with no sense of 

responsibility to the official 'international community', via their own League of Nations. Indeed, 

just like our United Nations today, on all key issues the League was cynically side-lined.  

   In Britain the government liked to hide the real reasons for its narrowly self-serving decisions. 

As Lord Cecil put it "When urged to take really effective action, Ministers constantly alleged that 

the country would not support them in a more vigorous League policy. It was to remove this last 

impression that the ballot was started." (RC, 171; 205-6) Contrary to government assertions the 

public at large, while indeed truly peace-loving, were much alarmed, not only at the unchecked 

Japanese invasion of Manchuria, the emergence of German conscription, Germany's rearmament, 

and Italy's threatened invasion of Abyssinia, but with all the war-threatening events, - including 

their own government's role in promoting such developments. Along with many others, Lord Cecil 

wanted to demonstrate to the British government the broad public support of the League of Nations 

in the hope that more realistic government policies would result. Based on the text of the Covenant 

of the League, the ballot’s questions were to demonstrate the public's support (or otherwise) for 

Britain's membership of the League, for internationally-agreed general arms reductions, and for a 

League-authorised military force to resist aggression.  
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   Indeed, the ballot was a very ambitious project. Led by Cecil, it involved the cooperative action 

of 39 British NGOs, including the League of Nations Union (c.f., our UNAA) coordinated through 

a 'National Ballot Committee'. District committees in all 600 parliamentary constituencies were set 

up to organise public meetings and discussion groups. As Noel-Baker described, in excess of 

100,000 Pounds - in those days a lot of money - was collected in shillings and half crowns to 

finance the work. Over 500,000 volunteers distributed ballot papers to every household throughout 

Britain, later returning to gather the responses, with local committees of leading citizens doing the 

counts. Once the final results were in, they were presented at a public meeting in the Albert Hall 

by Cecil, with the Archbishop of Canterbury in the chair. (N-B2,138-141) On its own terms, the 

Ballot was a huge success, with over 11 million people responding. (cf, WC5i,152) Details of these 

responses were as follows:-  

As Noel-Baker reported, "The votes cast in favour of the League and World Disarmament were 

more than the largest number that had ever put a Party Political Government in power. .......The 

Peace Ballot proved beyond a doubt that the British people understood the policy of World 

Disarmament and the collective security of the League. It proved that Hankey and the hawks had 

betrayed the wishes of the British people when they destroyed Cecil's Treaty of Mutual Assistance, 

the Geneva Protocol, the Coolidge Conference, and the Disarmament Conference of 1932. It 

proved that the British people wanted to fulfil the legal obligations of the Covenant which they had 

signed" Thus, the vote for stopping Mussolini by League-directed armed force (i.e., had sanctions 

had been properly applied, yet failed ) was 74.2%, three to one in favour, so there was no doubt the 

British government would have had popular support for sticking to its supposed 'principles'.(N-B2, 

140-1)  

Question 'Yes' 'No' Total % 'Yes' 

Question 1.      
"Should Great Britain remain a member of the 
League of Nations?" 

10,642,500 337,064 11,087,660 *97.0 

Question 2.  
    

"Are You in favour of an all-round reduction of 
armaments by international agreement?" 

10,058,526 815,565 11,087,660 *92.5 

Question 3.     
"Are you in favour of the all-round abolition of 
national military and naval aircraft by 
international agreement?" 

9,157,145  1,614,159 11,087,660 *85.0 

Question 4.      
"Should the manufacture and sale of 
armaments for private profit be prohibited by 
international agreement?" 

10,002,849 740,354 11,087,660 * 93.1 

Question 5.       
"Do you consider that, if a nation insists on 
attacking another, the other nations should 
combine to stop it by  

    

(a) economic and non-military measures? 9,627,606 740,354  94.1 
(b) if necessary, military measures?" 8,506,777 2,262,261  74.2 

(* the disparity between the total answers sent in and the total of the yes/no votes is due to some 

'doubtfuls' as well as some abstentions on each question.)  
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   As Noel-Baker reported, "The votes cast in favour of the League and World Disarmament were 

more than the largest number that had ever put a Party Political Government in power." ......."The 

Peace Ballot proved beyond a doubt that the British people understood the policy of World 

Disarmament and the collective security of the League. It proved that Hankey and the hawks had 

betrayed the wishes of the British people when they destroyed Cecil's Treaty of Mutual Assistance, 

the Geneva Protocol, the Coolidge Conference, and the Disarmament Conference of 1932. It 

proved that the British people wanted to fulfil the legal obligations of the Covenant which they had 

signed" Thus, the vote for stopping Mussolini by League-directed armed force (i.e., had sanctions 

had been properly applied, yet failed ) was 74.2%, three to one in favour, so there was no doubt the 

British government would have had popular support for sticking to its supposed 'principles'.(N-B2, 

140-1) Indeed, affirming this, Churchill commented, "The Peace Ballot seemed at first to be 

misunderstood by Ministers....It was regarded in many quarters as a part of the Pacifist campaign. 

On the contrary, Clause 5 affirmed a positive and courageous policy which could at this time have 

been followed with an overwhelming measure of national support. Lord Cecil and other leaders of 

the League of Nations were, as this clause declared, and as events showed, willing and indeed 

resolved, to go to war in righteous cause, provided that all necessary action was taken under the 

auspices of the League of Nations." (WC5i,152)  

1936, Hitler's Reoccupation and Remilitarisation of the Rhineland  

   Hitler's reoccupation and remilitarisation of the Rhineland occurred on March 7, 1936. In view 

of the overwhelming Peace Ballot result, Churchill was convinced that the remilitarisation, - by 

which the emergent and now rapidly rearming Germany was defying both the Versailles Treaty 

(Articles 42, 43, 44) and the later (freely-entered-into) Locarno Treaty, - would be resisted by the 

British people (along with others) provided it was through a properly constituted League-authorised 

challenge. Hitler had earlier successfully repulsed attempts to firm up an 'Eastern Locarno' Treaty 

that, with the cooperation of the USSR and France, might have guaranteed the borders of 

Czechoslovakia, Poland and other Eastern European states. (WC5i, 169-71)  

   Hitler's tactic was to emphasise that, as ‘the bulwark against Bolshevism', Germany was utterly 

opposed to any cooperation of the West with Russia. A Franco-Soviet Pact had been signed in May 

1935, but had yet to be ratified. And Hitler made clear that if a Franco-German rapprochement was 

to proceed, such ratification must not occur. (WC5i, 171) However, on February 27, 1936, France 

had gone ahead and ratified. So on March 7, ahead of his reoccupation, Hitler grandly proposed a 

25-year pact: - for demilitarisation on both sides of the Rhine, for limiting the size of air forces, 

and for a 'non-aggression pact' with both Eastern and Western neighbours.(WC5i, 172) Then, a 

mere 2 hours later he announced his intention to reoccupy the Rhineland - 'as a purely symbolic 

gesture'. But it was more than symbolic, it was real, and in contravening the Locarno Treaty, he 

was undermining Germany's undertaking to guarantee the existing frontiers of Germany with both 

Belgium and France. France appealed to its 'allies' and to the League. It also considered 

mobilisation, but first wanted firm assurance of British support in the event of conflict. It was not 

that overt conflict would be necessary, however, for as Churchill wrote "If the French Government 

had mobilised the French Army, with nearly a hundred divisions,....... Hitler would have been 

compelled by his own General Staff to withdraw, and a check would have been given to his 

pretensions which might well have proved fatal to his rule." (WC5i, 175)  

   But, in the event, the British government continued on its steady course of so-called appeasement, 

i.e., of going along with Hitler's cherished plans for Germany's expanding militarisation. And, in 

Churchill's words, the French "...did not meet with any encouragement to resist the German 
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aggression...". Accordingly, "The British Cabinet, seeking the line of least resistance, felt that the 

easiest way out was to press France into another appeal to the League of Nations." (WC5i,174), 

while the London Times and other papers "...expressed their belief in the sincerity of Hitler's offers 

of a non-aggression pact." (WC5i, 176) Of course without firm British backing, 'appealing to the 

League of Nations' was only a ruse, for without such backing no firm stand would be taken. In the 

event, the parliament did not debate the Rhineland issue until March 26. In the interval, the Council 

of the League, meeting in London, accepted Germany's case against the Franco-Soviet Pact for 

submission to the Hague Court on condition that Germany not increase its troops in the Rhineland 

pending further negotiations! (WC5i, 182) This Germany rejected. With only lukewarm Cabinet 

support, British Foreign Secretary, Eden, instituted 'staff conversations' between Britain, France 

and Belgium to facilitate possible action under the Locarno Treaty. But as events turned out these 

'conversations' were "...the only Allied reply to Hitler's breach of the Treaty and solid gain of the 

Rhineland." (WC5i,183)  

   As to the realities, however, in his speech to the House on April 6, Churchill could see in the 

Siegfried Line, - "The creation of a line of forts opposite to the French frontier will enable the 

German troops to be economised on that line, and will enable the main forces to swing around 

through Belgium and Holland.... Then look East. There the consequences of the Rhineland 

fortification may be more immediate......The moment those fortifications are completed,......the 

whole aspect of Middle Europe is changed. The Baltic States, Poland and Czechoslovakia, with 

which must be associated Yugoslavia, Roumania, Austria, and some other countries, are all 

affected very decisively the moment that this great work of construction has been completed." And, 

beginning with Austria, so it turned out to be, - notwithstanding that Hitler in his Reichstag speech 

of May 21, 1936, had declared that "Germany neither intends nor wishes to interfere in the internal 

affairs of Austria, to annex Austria, or to conclude an Anschluss." (WC5i, 184-5)  

   Despite that clear undertaking, Hitler ordered the German General Staff to prepare for Austria's 

eventual occupation, - which occurred in March 1938. Meanwhile, however, in July 1936 there 

began a civil war in Spain. On this issue, while the Great Powers adopted a policy of 'non-

intervention', Germany and Italy actively supported General Franco's Fascist side and Russia (less 

actively) the Spanish Republican government side. Hitler, aided by his Comintern partner, Japan, 

strongly promoted the view that the Fascist cause, being strongly anti-communist, deserved the 

support of all Western powers. In the event, the major powers, Britain, France, and the United 

States, made no effort to involve the League of Nations as arbiter.(WC4i, 192-3) Thus, by simply 

standing aside they, in effect, allowed the Fascist forces to prevail over those of the elected Spanish 

Republican government.  

Understanding Appeasement: What Drove British Policy  

   To better understand the motivation behind the British governments' policy of so-called 

'appeasement', (in fact their 'accommodation' to, and frequently frank encouragement of Germany's 

rearmament and foreign policy aims under Hitler) we need to go back to the early post-WWI scene. 

In Russia, long decades of domestic oppression capped by the terrible sufferings endured during 

the Great War, had culminated in the revolution of 1917 and, as related, capitulation to Germany. 

Fighting on the Eastern front stopped, allowing Germany to transfer many divisions to the Western 

Front and for a while the possibility of a German victory seemed all too real. With all combatants 

close to exhaustion, it was a close call, but when the United States took sides in 1917 and in mid 

1918 entered the battle lines in force, the balance tipped in favour of the Allies. Only then was it 

possible for the European 'victors' finally to ‘proudly proclaim’ not only that Germany had 'started 
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the war' but that it, with its allies, had 'lost’ it. However, as we have seen, since all sides (other than 

the USA and Japan) had suffered such extreme human carnage, vast material wastage and debt, the 

greater reality was that all had lost, - millions of families bereaved, millions maimed in body and 

mind, all survivors exhausted, all prime combatant countries’ economies ruined.  

   Understandably, then, there was a very widespread dissatisfaction with the old corruptive ways 

of doing things which led most people not only to seek, but to expect genuine reforms. That brought 

great fear in high places - fear of any disturbance to the old ways, the 'old order', fear that revolution 

(which had already occurred in Russia and was all too close in Germany) might, like a virus, infect 

other Western Powers - even France and Britain. This fear, already very strong at the war's end, 

was further aggravated by the failure to deal with the old social and economic inequalities, 

especially when these led to total collapse of the market economies, to the Great Depression with 

its massive unemployment and hardship in the midst of plenty. Clearly, that should have given rise 

to the realisation that the mercantile political economy via which Europeans ‘traded’ needed radical 

revision, a stable, sustainable new constitution. Yet the overly-privileged elitist response to the 

Depression’s greatly worsened conditions enormously heightened their fears to the point of blind 

obsession towards ever-greater privileges (unearned wealth!).  

   In the early days after World War I and Russia’s revolution, the most urgent concern was for the 

German situation. Might not the defeated, suffering, demoralised Germans opt for a more 

egalitarian, a 'socialist' solution to their predicament? For Lloyd George, who had been Britain's 

Prime Minister for most of the war and was its chief representative at the 1919 Paris Peace 

Conference, that concern overshadowed all others. We see this in his 'Fontainebleau 

Memorandum' presented to the 1919 Peace Conference delegates. In this he seemed at first to 

recognise that the defeated nations must not be saddled with inequalities and injustices which 

would only make for a further World War - perhaps ‘a mere 30 years on’. All sounded pure wisdom, 

the sort of common sense that could guarantee the security of one's own country along with that of 

others. However, the motivation behind Lloyd George's Conference message was anything but 

generous. For soon we learn "But there is a consideration in favour of long-sighted peace which 

influences me even more than the desire to leave no causes justifying a fresh outbreak 30 years 

hence. .......There is a deep sense not only of discontent, but of anger and revolt amongst the 

workmen against pre-war conditions. The whole existing order ...... is questioned by the mass of 

the population from one end of Europe to the other." (Fontainebleau Memorandum fully quoted 

by Martin Gilbert in MG3, 189-196)  

   In particular he was concerned that such conditions in the defeated Germany could, following 

the Russian example, make it ‘go Bolshevist'. And even more alarming, that Britain and France 

could go the same way. So his prime worry, his overriding concern (which persisted throughout 

the 1920s and '30s) was not the avoidance of conditions certain to lead to a future European war, 

but the threat to his concept of the ‘long-sighted peace’, the long-revered ‘privileges’ of unearned 

wealth extracted from the real economy, its creation and maldistribution nationally and 

internationally, about which societal outcomes an insightful Churchill spoke in 1909. (see above 

p.2, 3, taken from his ‘Spirit of the Budget’ speech dealing with Britain’s long-enduring “social 

problem.”, WC2, Paras 362-364)  

   While in his Memorandum, Lloyd George wrote that "...we will open to her (i.e., Germany) the 

raw materials and markets of the world on equal terms with ourselves, and will do everything 

possible to enable the German peoples to get upon their legs again. We cannot both cripple her 
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and expect her to pay." (MG3,189) Yet, at the same time, he had no plans to carry out the moves 

essential for that pacific future. Obviously these would have included: (i) the sharing of 

responsibility for the war’s origin, (ii) limiting German reparations to invasion-caused material 

damage, (iii) accepting German exports as Reparations payments, (iv) implementing universal 

arms limitation; (v) honouring the pledges for the self-determination of peoples; and (vi) instituting 

fair dealing in economic affairs both at home and abroad. (IB1, 7A, B, C ) But in the event, these 

were either absent or severely constrained by the over-riding urge to maintain the 'Old Order' as it 

was before the war. (JMK) 

   That of course meant upholding the 'normal' divide between rich and poor, both nationally and 

internationally (including the application of the Versailles' Treaty’s 'guilt', 'economic' and 

'Reparations' Clauses on Germany), maintaining and extending Britain’s colonial possessions, and 

thwarting moves towards overcoming it’s entrenched poverty at home, what Churchill referred to 

as “the social problem”(WC2, Paras 362-364)) - let alone instituting any degree of ‘communism’, 

'socialism' or 'egalitarianism'. Indeed, it was to mean perpetuating all sorts of inequalities and 

injustices which all too soon were to lead to the Great Depression and then a Second World War, 

not 30 but a mere 20 years after the First. And since the principal concern of the powerful voices 

within Britain was the avoidance of risk to any significant redistribution of wealth, that concern 

was translated into policies designed to block such trends, including their absurd support of German 

rearmament under Hitler - one known to be a fervent anti-communist and, moreover, one known 

to have territorial designs on Eastern Europe, especially Soviet Russia, the communist USSR. 

(AHii, i.e., Vol. ii, Ch.xiv; WC5i, 200-1)  

   It could be no great surprise then that when in September 1936, Lloyd George had the opportunity 

to meet with German Chancellor Hitler at Berchtesgaden, he took full advantage. Although no 

transcript exists, we have the detailed account recorded by his sympathetic secretarial assistant, 

T.P.Conwell-Evans, quoted in full by Martin Gilbert.(MG3,197-211). That Hitler also regarded it as 

an important meeting is indicated by the fact that his Ambassador to Britain, Joachim von 

Ribbentrop, was present. What both parties sought was not only to promote "...the well-being of 

the two countries, but also to preserve Western civilisation itself."(MG3,198) And as further 

discussion showed, saving the Depression-ravaged European states, including their own, from 

communism/socialism, indeed any form of 'collectivism', was their prime concern. ‘Bolshevism', 

as Hitler termed the threat, citing the case of Spain which " ...illustrated the sort of danger which 

threatened Europe.", going on to proclaim, "If the Left succeeded in Spain it would not be a victory 

of the Spanish Government but of anarchic Sovietism. ..... a victory for barbarism. It might spread 

to France and Czecho-Slovakia ......Germany would be an island in a sea of Bolshevism." 

Whereupon, Lloyd George interposed, "So would England." (MG3, 203) Clearly, it was not about 

any military threat from Russia, but all about the much-feared spread of ideas, ‘the virus’ of 

communism, socialism or other collectivism. Indeed, all manner of non-communist, yet just and 

fair alternatives that could be attained by proper attention to Adam Smith and John A. Hobson’s 

advice. (AS_MS; AS_WN; JAH) 

   Although there was complete agreement on the nature of the prime threat to the European states, 

approaches to the solution differed somewhat. Hitler's aim was clearly for "...a three power 

agreement between France, Great Britain and Germany..." , these powers "...to reach a common 

defensive position (abwehr stellung)...", the example of the recent Anglo-German Naval 

Agreement (1935) being but a first step. Hitler went on to rail against the existing alliances between 

France and Russia, and Czechoslovakia and Russia, seeing them as threatening to (rather than 

defensive against) Germany. Lloyd George appeared to agree with that, he indicating, "With regard 
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to the French Government, the Franco-Russian Treaty presented a very serious difficulty." 

Accordingly he advocated a renewed Locarno Conference, solely “  to secure the status quo in 

Western Europe. ...Eastern European matters could be raised later at another Conference." (!)  

   Obviously, Hitler's desire, long made clear through his 'Mein Kampf', was to be given a 'free 

hand' in Eastern Europe to carry out his 'lebensraum', (i.e., living room) policy for German 

expansion. Knowing that, Lloyd George would readily understand Hitler's further statement "...that 

the Baltic states were by their size and geographic position far too weak.” and that "Czecho-

Slovakia was a positive danger on account of her alliance with Soviet Russia.” (MG3, 202) Yet 

Lloyd George made no effort to caution Hitler regarding these very well-known Eastern European 

ambitions. (Simply amazing, isn’t it, how often obviously weak countries can be such a threat to 

the strong!)  

   At the end of their final meeting together (they having met over two days) both men indulged in 

much altogether sickening laudatory waffle. As Conwell-Evans approvingly noted, "One seemed 

to be witnessing a symbolic act of reconciliation between the two peoples. Everybody listened 

intensely and it was a moving experience." And, having been presented with "....a signed 

photograph of the Chancellor in a silver frame", Lloyd George, shaking hands, warmly thanked 

the Fuehrer. Hitler then went out of his way to praise Lloyd George as Britain's victorious war-

time leader, going on to point out, however, that "If he, himself, instead of being one of those eight 

million private German soldiers liable to be shot at any time even by black troops, had been in the 

position of a statesman, he thought he might have prevented Germany's downfall." And as Conwell-

Evens went on "Mr Lloyd George replied that he was deeply touched by what the Fuhrer had said 

to him personally and he was particularly proud to have heard it from the greatest German of the 

age." (MG3, 209)  

   How strange, how very bizarre to be so fawning, so 'understanding' when, in that very year of 

1936, Hitler had placed all police forces under S.S. Chief, Himmler (through whose leadership 

Germany's concentration camps were spreading their injustice, their horror); when, following the 

August Berlin Olympic Games, Lloyd George had seen for himself the workings of Dachau; when 

already the announced theme of the September Nazi Party Congress was the launching of a 

'crusade' against 'the world danger of Bolshevism', Germany to be the world centre for “Fascists 

and conservatives everywhere” to fight "Bolshevism, Socialism and the Jews"; when from the early 

fruits of this crusade came the November agreement between Germany and Japan, and the sending 

of German (along with Italian) airplanes, pilots, munitions, and 10,000 troops to ensure the success 

of Franco's revolution against his own lawfully-elected Republican government. (MG3, 208-9)  

   Also revealing the intentions of the players of the day is Churchill's account of his meeting 'one 

day in 1937' with Germany's 'very popular' Ambassador to Britain, Herr von Ribbentrop, during 

which an extremely frank proposal was made. There was of course no verbatim report of the 

meeting but, as Churchill put it, "The gist of his statement…" included proposals, "...in order to 

make the full case for an Anglo-German entente or even alliance." In Churchill's paraphrasing of 

Ribbentrop, "What was required was that Britain should give Germany a free hand in the East of 

Europe. She must have her Lebensraum, or living space, for her increasing population. Therefore 

Poland and the Danzig Corridor must be absorbed. White Russia and the Ukraine were 

indispensable to the future life of the German Reich of some seventy million souls. Nothing less 

would suffice. All that was asked of the British Commonwealth and Europe was not to interfere." 

To which Churchill responded, "...I said at once that I was sure the British Government would not 

agree to give Germany a free hand in Eastern Europe. It was true we were on bad terms with Soviet 
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Russia and that we hated Communism as much as Hitler did, but he might be sure that even if 

France were safeguarded great Britain would never disinterest herself in the fortunes of the 

Continent to the extent which would enable Germany to gain the domination of Central and Eastern 

Europe." Churchill then directly quotes Ribbentrop as responding: "In that case, war is inevitable. 

There is no way out. The Fuehrer is resolved. Nothing will stop him and nothing will stop us." 

(WC5i, 200-1)  

   At this point one might have hoped that Lloyd George could have cautioned Hitler by indicating 

how strongly his Conservative colleagues felt to have Germany guarantee security for its Jewish 

population, but (as above) by 1936 both were well aware of the gross anti-semitism emanating 

from both sides. (see below, p. 29?) Indeed, by 1932 the British Union of Fascists (BUF) was 

underway with upper-class (former MP) Sir Oswald Mosely as leader. As well, Britain was, by 

1933, being led by many Conservative Lords whose views were formed along similar lines, they 

imagining that Germany’s rearmament and eventual expansion into Communist Russia could solve 

the problem of the chronic Depression all were enduring, they unwilling to openly recognise that 

this Depression was a regular feature of their chosen mercantile economic system - as long noted 

by Adam Smith (1776), John A. Hobson (1902) and others.(AS_WN; JAH) 

   As became clearer and clearer, the British government was extremely anti-communist, anti-

Russian, and more than happy to see other nations like Germany, Italy and Spain strongly so 

inclined as well. However, as Churchill (not in government) believed, ultimately British interests 

would baulk at having Poland and other Eastern European states simply absorbed into a ‘Greater 

Germany’. For not only would that mean an immediate loss for particular British interests, but by 

its consequent gain in industrial strength, Germany would become a far more serious industrial and 

commercial competitor. Even so, wanting it both ways the British Cabinet was opposed to joining 

with France, Russia and Czechoslovakia to prohibit Hitler’s further expansions in Eastern Europe, 

including his known designs on Russia. Hence, its ongoing ‘appeasement’ agreements to all 

Hitler’s 'reasonable demands'. 

   In May 1937, Neville Chamberlain had replaced Stanley Baldwin as Britain's Prime Minister, 

Anthony Eden remaining as Foreign Minister. Like other government leaders, Chamberlain had 

made great efforts 'to reach an understanding' with Hitler and Mussolini, always by the direct 

bilateral approach, circumventing the League of Nations, even the cooperation of other powers. 

Not only would Chamberlain not consider Russia's request for a united multinational defensive 

approach to Hitler's ambitions to expand Germany's borders, he was even averse to cooperation 

with France and, as we shall see, the United States.  

1937-8, Roosevelt Offers America's Help  

   Despite Chamberlain's ‘efforts’ (or, more to the point, aggravated by them!) the European 

situation failed to improve during the year of 1937. Indeed, by its end, it was the United States' 

view that that deterioration was such as to require urgent attention, for although\ Chamberlain 

remained optimistic about the prospects, Franklin Roosevelt was anything but! Deeply anxious, 

Roosevelt indicated his desire to call a meeting of 'certain governments', - though before 

approaching France, Germany and Italy, he wanted first the British government's agreement. The 

President's cable, conveyed to the Foreign Office on January 12, 1938, sought a reply by the 17th. 

As Eden was abroad, Chamberlain dealt with it himself. Indicating that he wished to explain his 

own efforts towards accommodation with Germany and Italy, especially the latter, he responded 

"His Majesty's Government would be prepared, for their part, if possible with the authority of the 
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League of Nations, to recognise de jure the Italian occupation of Abyssinia, if they found that the 

Italian Government on their side were ready to give evidence of their desire to contribute to the 

restoration of confidence and friendly relations." (!) He went on to ask the President to consider 

whether his (Roosevelt's) own proposal might not cut across the British efforts - and might it not 

be 'wiser' to postpone the American plan? As one can imagine, the President was, to say the least, 

disappointed and while agreeing to postpone such a meeting, Roosevelt expressed grave concern 

at British intentions to ‘recognise’ Italy's conquest of Abyssinia. (WC5i, 229)  

   Of course, in effect, that conquest had already been recognised by Britain through the manner of 

its half-hearted objections and 'not-to-offend' weak sanctions. So Mussolini had no real interest in 

Chamberlain's initiative - which even included a British proposal that Italy withdraw 5 army 

divisions from Spain! (WC5i, 230) Mussolini fully realised that Chamberlain had nothing to trade 

in exchange. And for that negative result, Chamberlain had insightlessly discarded the US 

President's offer to mediate a genuine European settlement, one that could have effectively 

cautioned the Dictators against their headlong rush towards another world conflagration. As 

Churchill put it "..no event could have been more likely to stave off, or even prevent, war than the 

arrival of the United States in the circle of European hates and fears.......No one can measure in 

retrospect its effect upon the course of events in Austria and later Munich. ..... the loss of the last 

frail chance to save the world.....The lack of all sense of proportion, and even of self preservation, 

.....is appalling. One cannot today even reconstruct the state of mind which would render such 

gestures possible." (WC5i, 229) Sadly, it is only fair to point out here that not only this decision but 

the long series of similar ones were taken not by any one leader in isolation, but by the British 

Cabinet which remained nigh 100% solidly behind their Prime Minister.  

   So, yes indeed, one has to agree with Churchill, since the facts speak for themselves. And yet it 

is hard to believe why, without a shred of evidence of Russian intentions to force a communist 

economy on any other nation, why British Conservatives would conspire to bring on a world war 

by encouraging Hitler’s Germany to invade other countries, ultimately including Russia. For, 

tragically, that is what eventually came to pass as Churchill explained, “History may be scoured 

and ransacked to find a parallel to this sudden and complete reversal of five or six years' policy of 

easy-going placatory appeasement, and its transformation almost overnight into a readiness to 

accept an obviously imminent war on far worse conditions and on the greatest scale …….which 

must surely lead to the slaughter of tens of millions of people." (WC5i, 310-312)  

   In the case of the Roosevelt proposal and its sequel there was, however, one important exception 

to the Cabinet's general agreement. On February 20, 1938, Foreign Secretary, Eden, who was not 

so wishful thinking as the rest, resigned in protest. But Chamberlain's response was to appoint in 

Eden's stead, Lord Halifax, another Hitler devotee. Having learned of Eden's loss, Churchill spent 

an anguished sleepless night. (WC5i, 231)  

1938, Austria Engulfed  

   As German archives have since revealed, Hitler had long planned to occupy Austria ('Case Otto'). 

At the time, however, both his diplomats and General Staff, believing Germany not strong enough, 

- that the attempt could easily be successfully challenged by the French army (especially if backed 

by Britain), - were alarmed at this prospect. But as Churchill put it, Hitler "...was flushed with his 

successes, first in rearmament, second in conscription, third in the Rhineland, fourth by the 

accession of Mussolini's Italy." (WC5i, 233) So Hitler dismissed first Blomberg, then Fritsch, - 

himself assuming supreme command of Germany's armed forces. Since by then Germany was 
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protected from the French at its western border by the highly fortified Siegfried Line, the 

acquisition of Austria would open the door to Czechoslovakia and the rest of eastern and south-

eastern Europe. Moreover, based on his recent encounters with the governments of Britain and 

France, Hitler was confident Austria could be incorporated without a war.  

   On February 12, 1938, Hitler summoned the Austrian Chancellor, von Schuschnigg, to 

Berchtesgaden. Directly quoting from Schuschnigg's records, Churchill describes how Hitler 

threatened Austria with retributive carnage, "another Spain", if the Chancellor failed to agree. 

Schuschnigg, admitting Austria's inability to prevent invasion, offered to stop building further 

frontier defence works, at the same time warning that other nations would fight to stop a German 

take-over. However, Hitler quickly pointed out that "England will not lift a finger for 

Austria.........And France? Well, two years ago when we marched into the Rhineland with a handful 

of battalions - at that moment I risked a great deal. If France had marched then we should have 

been forced to withdraw......But for France it is now too late!" (WC5i, 235)  

   Schuschnigg was then presented with an ultimatum. "The terms were not open to discussion. 

They included the appointment of the Austrian Nazi Seyss-Inquart as Minister of Security in the 

Austrian Cabinet, a general amnesty for all Austrian Nazis under detention, and the official 

incorporation of the Austrian Nazi Party in the Government-sponsored Fatherland Front." (WC5i, 

236) He had three days to accept - or else! When Schuschnigg addressed his parliament on February 

24, while he 'welcomed the settlement' with Germany, he stressed that Austria would never go 

beyond its specific terms. And to demonstrate popular support for that position, he announced a 

plebiscite for March 13. However, on March 11 Germany mobilised, closed the frontier and 

demanded cancellation of the plebiscite within the hour.(WC5i, 240) Although in conversation with 

Seyss-Inquart, Schuschnigg agreed, Goering then demanded Schuschnigg's resignation, Seyss-

Inquart to replace him as Chancellor - and within 2 hours - or invasion would follow. No support 

from Italy could be expected, so Schuschnigg handed his resignation to Austria's President, Miklas. 

Hitler ordered Austria's occupation later on the same day and on the night of March 12 it began, 

though not without a hitch, most of the German tanks breaking down on the road from Linz. 

However, the official 'celebrations' and parade went ahead the next day in Vienna where Hitler 

proclaimed Austria's annexation to the German Reich. (WC5i, 242-3)  

   In his March 14 speech to the House, Churchill sounded the alarms, pointing to the obvious threat 

to Czechoslovakia (with its industry, including the Skoda Arms Works) as well as to the other 

countries of the 'Little Entente', (Romania - with its oil - and Yugoslavia, with its minerals). On 

March 18 the Russian response was to propose a League conference to discuss appropriate 

international measures to counter the German threat to peace.(WC5i, 245) But, as Churchill 

commented, "This met with little warmth in Paris and London", notwithstanding that Churchill too 

had been "...urging the prospects of a Franco-British-Russian alliance as the only hope of checking 

the Nazi onrush." But Chamberlain rejected all such proposals. And on March 24, his statement to 

the House read: "His Majesty's Government are of the opinion that the indirect but none the less 

inevitable consequence of such action as is proposed by the Soviet Government would be to 

aggravate the tendency towards the establishment of exclusive groups of nations, which must in 

the view of His Majesty's Government be inimical to the prospects of European peace." (!) Of 

course Churchill disagreed, believing that only a collective very firm stand under the League of 

Nations Covenant could have prevented ultimate catastrophe, another European war.(WC5i, 247)  
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And Czechoslovakia Betrayed  

   Based on Hitler's Mein Kampf, as well as recent developments, there seemed no doubt that 

Hitler's next 'target' would be the acquisition of Czechoslovakia. Yet to complicate the issue was 

the fact that in the post-WWI parcelling-out of lands and their peoples, the Sudetenland was 

transferred from Germany to the newly-created Czechoslovakia. Since this territorial rim enclosed 

by Czechoslovakia's western border contained some 10 million Sudeten Germans, many politicians 

and others in Britain and France could see the case for Germany's claim to reincorporate that 

territory and its people, - should those people wish it. But in April 1938, the Nazi party of the 

Sudetenland, led by Henlein, made demands only for the autonomy of its domestic affairs - the 

central government to retain control of foreign affairs, border control etc. And for its part, the Czech 

government was willing to negotiate details to effect such a solution.  

   When Hitler began military preparations on its border, Czechoslovakia responded on May 20 by 

partial mobilisation. Notwithstanding that, Hitler felt confident in his military approach not only 

because of the British and French acceptance of Germany's incorporation of Austria, but because 

of the recently-concluded Anglo-Italian agreement of April 16, ".....giving Italy in effect a free hand 

in Abyssinia and Spain in return for the imponderable value of Italian goodwill in Central Europe." 

(WC5i, 253) Giving some idea of where the priorities lay in certain quarters on that Abyssinian 

'settlement', Eden was to comment "I am afraid that the moment we are choosing for its recognition 

will not benefit our authority among the many millions of the King's coloured subjects." That aside, 

as Churchill himself wrote, "The declarations of British and French statesmen were of course 

studied in Berlin. The intention of these Western Powers to persuade the Czechs to be reasonable 

in the interests of European peace was noted with satisfaction." (WC5i, 255)  

   Not too surprising then that when Hitler's Chiefs of Staff, pointing to the enormous 

preponderance of Allied strength (France with 100 divisions, Czechoslovakia with 35) – counselled 

restraint, Hitler confidently reassured them of immunity from French and British intervention. So, 

the crisis continued to build. On June 12, 1938, M. Daladier (who had succeeded MM Blum as 

France's Premier) renewed his country's 1924 Locarno pledge to come to Czechoslovakia's aid if 

invaded. It should be added here that under the existing Soviet-Czech Pact, Russia was also bound 

to come to Czechoslovakia's aid, - providing only that France had already done so. (WC5i, 274)  

On June 18, Hitler issued a final directive for an attack on Czechoslovakia, at the same time 

reassuring his Chiefs of Staff, through General Keitel, that such would proceed “...only if I am 

firmly convinced, as in the case of the demilitarised zone and the entry into Austria, that France 

will not march and that therefore England will not intervene." (WC5i, 260 - quoting Nuremberg 

documents) On July 26 Chamberlain announced Lord Runciman's mission to Prague to encourage 

a compromise agreement between Henlein's Sudetens and the Czech government - but within a 

fortnight those negotiations had broken down, the crisis becoming even sharper. Churchill's 

response was to personally approach Foreign Secretary Halifax with an urgent proposal aimed at 

deterring Hitler and thus preventing war. Specifically, this August 31 proposal was for a 'Joint 

Note' from the governments of Britain, France and Russia to Germany indicating their concern at 

Germany's military preparations and stating that invasion of Czechoslovakia would raise 'capital 

issues' for all three powers. Also that such a note be formally shown to President Roosevelt in the 

hope that he too would warn Hitler that invasion would mean world war. (WC5i, 262)  

   As Churchill explained, there was no doubt that Russia would willingly have cooperated, the 

Soviet Ambassador having made that plain during their meeting on September 2. Indeed, in accord 
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with its mutual treaty commitments, Foreign Minister Litvinov made very clear that in the event of 

invasion, provided France acted on its direct obligations to Czechoslovakia, Russia too would 

honour its pledge to those two countries. In that regard Litvinov favoured working through the 

Council of the League of Nations under Article 11, which provided for joint action whenever war 

threatened. He was also very much in support of the idea of a joint declaration to include Britain, 

France and Russia, believing that the United States would give its moral support. But Lord Halifax's 

response on September 5 was 'guarded'. He did not think action under Article 11 would be 'helpful', 

though he would "…keep it in his mind” (WC5i, 266)  

   On September 10, M.Bonnet, France's Foreign Minister put to Sir Eric Phipps, Britain's 

Ambassador in Paris, the following question "Tomorrow Hitler may attack Czechoslovakia. If he 

does France will mobilise at once. She will turn to you, saying, 'We march: do you march with us? 

' What will be the answer of Great Britain?" The British Cabinet's answer, through Lord Halifax, 

came on the 12th. It read:  

"I naturally recognise of what importance it would be to the French Government to have a plain 

answer to such a question. But as you pointed out to Bonnet, the question itself, though plain in 

form, cannot be dissociated from the circumstances in which it might be posed, which are 

necessarily at this stage completely hypothetical." …"Moreover, in this matter it is impossible for 

His Majesty's Government to have regard only to their own position, inasmuch as in any decision 

they may reach or action they may take they would, in fact, be committing the Dominions. Their 

Governments would quite certainly be unwilling to have their position in any way decided for them 

in advance of the actual circumstances, of which they would desire themselves to judge."  

"So far therefore as I am in a position to give any answer at this stage to M.Bonnet's question, it 

would have to be that while His Majesty's Government would never allow the security of France 

to be threatened, they are unable to make precise statements of the character of their future action, 

or the time at which it would be taken, in circumstances that they cannot at present foresee." And 

as if that obfuscate diplomatic 'new speak' (including the fiction that Dominions’ opinions then – 

or ever - came into the equation) was not enough, when the British government was further asked 

what British assistance might France expect if its own security was threatened, Bonnet's record 

showed "...two divisions, not motorised, and 150 aeroplanes during the first six months of the war." 

(WC5i, 266-7)  

   On September 14, the Czech negotiations with Henlein were terminated and on the 15th he fled 

to Germany. Daladier proposed to Chamberlain a joint French-British direct approach to Hitler. 

Instead, Chamberlain promptly cabled Hitler, proposing to visit, informing his cabinet the next day. 

Hitler agreed and, heading for Berchtesgaden, Chamberlain flew to Munich on September 15. The 

Czechs, who had agreed to autonomy for the Germans of the Sudetenland, where with the departure 

of Henlein stability had returned, were astounded. After all, they knew that a peaceful bargain 

between the Sudeten Germans and the central government was the last thing Hitler wanted and 

they clearly saw Chamberlain's visit as encouraging the Sudetens to claim union with Germany - 

which, under instructions from Berlin, the Sudeten Nazi party did.  

   Until that time the issue of annexation had not been raised either by Henlein or the German 

government. Notwithstanding that, Hitler had resolved on and prepared for invasion. And sensing 

its imminence, both Chamberlain and Lord Runciman (his negotiator with the Czechs) were 

convinced that only the cession of the Sudeten areas could prevent it.(WC5i, 270) Chamberlain 

returned to London on September 17, Daladier and Bonnet coming to see him the following day. 
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Together they resolved to meet Hitler's demands and to that end drafted a joint proposal to the 

Czech government recommending outright cession. "They added, however, that the British 

Government, with France and with Russia, who they had not consulted, should guarantee the new 

frontiers of the mutilated Czechoslovakia."(WC5i, 271) None of this involved consultation with the 

Czechs and the proposals for the immediate cession to Germany of all areas containing more than 

50% German inhabitants were simply presented to the Czech government on September 19th.  

   Churchill's statement, issued September 21, included: "The partition of Czechoslovakia under 

pressure from England and France amounts to the complete surrender of the Western Democracies 

to the Nazi threat of force. Such a collapse will bring peace and security neither to England nor to 

France. .....The mere neutralisation of Czechoslovakia .....will threaten the Western Front....will 

open up for the triumphant Nazis the road to the Black Sea. It is not Czechoslovakia alone which 

is menaced, but also the freedom and democracy of all nations." At the League of Nations 

Assembly, Russia's Foreign Minister, Litvinov, repeated his country's determination to stick by its 

alliance commitment to Czechoslovakia, - providing France stood by its commitment. But, as 

Churchill commented, "Anyhow, the Soviet offer was in effect ignored. They were not brought into 

the scale against Hitler, and were treated with an indifference - not to say disdain - which left a 

mark in Stalin's mind. Events took their course as if Soviet Russia did not exist. For this we 

afterwards paid dearly." (WC5i, 273-4)  

   What followed was the resignation of the Czech government, its replacement by a military 

administration and, on September 22, Chamberlain's second visit to Hitler, this time at the 

Rhineland's Godesberg. At this stage the Czechs were mobilising their 1. 5 million-strong army. 

Much to Chamberlain’s consternation at this second meeting he was faced with an Ultimatum. The 

Czechs must concede the Sudetenland by September 28, or Germany would invade. On September 

24 Chamberlain returned to London where his government, along with that of France contemplated 

active resistance. Indeed, it was jointly agreed to reject Hitler's ultimatum and France immediately 

partially mobilised. On the 25th, speaking at Berlin's Sports Palace, Hitler reiterated his ultimatum, 

but went on to proclaim that "This is the last territorial claim I have to make in Europe." Churchill 

on the 26th, again in stark contrast to Chamberlain, urged a joint declaration from Britain, France 

and Russia to directly challenge a German invasion. Assisted by the Foreign Office and approved 

by Lord Halifax, a communique was drafted and issued. Fully supported by several prominent 

Conservatives, including Lord Lloyd and Lord Robert Cecil, all agreed on the essentiality of 

'getting Russia in' and thus exhibiting a 'united front', by then the only way to avoid war. (WC5i, 

277-8)  

German General Staff Attempts Hitler's Overthrow  

   Indeed, as repeatedly illustrated in "The Gathering Storm", such a united front against Hitler 

could well have led also to his internal overthrow, along with that of the Nazi Party, and in that 

event would have prevented World War II. That is because the German General Staff, for long 

fearful that ‘that madman Hitler’ could lead their country into another catastrophic war with 

Germany's defeat and humiliation, were actively looking to Britain and France to demonstrate their 

firm opposition to Hitler's plans for military expansion through Europe. However, as a necessary 

prerequisite, strong expression of such opposition from the West was needed to gain full support 

among Germany's military establishment for the overthrow of their Nazi leaders.  

   It has to be stressed that this was no mere splinter movement. As earlier indicated (IB1, 8B (c) 

(f)) from the time of the re-occupation of the Rhineland through to the take-over of Austria there 
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were, within Germany’s highest military strata, very real concerns for their country’s future 

security. Hitler's plans, including a detailed timetable for the total incorporation of Czechoslovakia, 

had been presented to his military hierarchy in July 1938. According to Hitler, who had proclaimed 

himself Head of State, it was their ‘sacred duty’ to implement those plans - and nearly all were 

greatly concerned at the likely ultimate disaster for Germany. Included were the most senior men 

of all, Admiral Canaris, Chief of Military Intelligence (the Abwehr), General Beck, Chief of the 

Army General Staff, and General Halder, later to be his successor. (WC5i, 279; IC, 51-8)  

   As Admiral Canaris, who was known to be well read in history, said, "England must lend us a 

sea anchor if we are to ride out this storm." General Beck agreed (IC, 55). In May 1938, on the 

grounds of Germany’s weak Western defences and the vastly superior size of the French army, 

twice that of Germany, its army initially succeeded in vetoing all activity aimed at destabilising 

Czechoslovakia. Warned off, Hitler was extremely frustrated and angry. (IC, 57) However, at the 

end of July he instructed General Brauchitsch (Army Commander in Chief) to mobilise for the 

Czech invasion, with September 28 as 'zero day'. As General Beck noted in his diary, "I am 

convinced that Britain will decide to enter the war with France if Germany forces the Czech issue." 

Beck wanted Brauchitsch to continue to stand firm against Hitler's plans, but had by early August 

felt he was wavering. So both Beck and Canaris sought to obtain expressions of British 

determination to resist Hitler's plans to 'absorb' Czechoslovakia. To that end they sent their 

confrere, Kleist, to England on a secret mission, - to get from the British government, if possible, 

"An open pledge to assist Czechoslovakia in the event of war." (IC, 62) It should be noted here that 

this source, Ian Colvin, was the Berlin correspondent for the News Chronicle during the 1930s, a 

person clearly valued by Winston Churchill as reliable on the views of the German military and 

naval hierarchy.(see WC5i, 74)  

   If successful that mission would of course have greatly strengthened Beck's prospects of gaining 

unanimity among his generals. Meeting with Lord Lloyd, Kleist revealed Hitler's plan, its 

timetable, the great reluctance of the generals and the wavering of Brauchitsch. He then pleaded 

for a positive stand by Britain’s government (together with those of France and Russia) to make an 

open declaration that would single out Hitler as the sole ‘guilty party’. His hope was that if Hitler, 

in spite of such a declaration, persisted in his plan, the generals would arrest him and "...make an 

end of the Nazi regime." (IC, 65) In the event, although Kleist was able to put his case to Winston 

Churchill and the Foreign Office's Robert Vansittart, he was unable to gain access to any member 

of the British Cabinet. (IC, 65-6) Kleist returned to Germany on August 24. The British government 

released a public communique referring to "...the serious nature of reports from Central Europe" 

but the only letter Kleist could obtain for Canaris and Beck was one from Churchill warning that 

if force was used over Czechoslovakia, sooner or later a war would occur which would utterly 

defeat Germany. Since Churchill was not then in government, that fell far short of the critically-

needed official declaration from the British Government itself. (IC, 66-7)  

   Earlier, in mid-July General Beck, who had long made known his fears for Germany's future, had 

directly confronted Hitler with his concerns. With the imminence of the attack on Czechoslovakia, 

he wanted assurance against such military adventures. Hitler's response was that the army was the 

instrument of the State and that he, as Head of State, must be obeyed. Beck thereupon resigned and 

General Halder was appointed his successor. But Beck was "..universally trusted and respected by 

the Army Staff", including General Halder and at the highest levels a plot was then developed to 

topple Hitler. Churchill quotes from the later account given by Halder that his intent was "....to 

immunise Germany from this madman". And as Halder's testimony goes on, "At this time the 

prospects of war filled the great majority of the German people with horror. We did not intend to 
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kill the Nazi leaders - merely to arrest them, establish a military government, and issue a 

proclamation to the people that we had taken this action only because we were convinced they 

were being led to certain disaster." (WC5i, 280) As outlined by Churchill, it was an elaborate and 

very detailed plan involving most of the 'top brass'. Indeed, it was arranged to take place at 8pm on 

September 14 when Hitler was to be in Berlin. But when at 4pm that day Halder learned that 

Chamberlain was on his way to Berchtesgaden, and it thus appeared certain that Britain would 

continue compliant to Hitler's aims, the plan was put on hold.(WC5i, 281) After all, if Hitler could 

have his way just for the asking, how could the generals justify toppling their own government, 

their own civil power?  

   Then on September 26, at the height of the crisis, Hitler’s principal generals (having been refused 

an audience with him) submitted instead a 'memorial', a memorandum warning him of the prospect 

of disastrous consequences in the event of a European war - a message strongly reinforced by 

Admiral Raeder, Chief of the German Admiralty. Since this warning coincided with the news that 

the British fleet was mobilising, Hitler finally wavered. What would he do? Indicating that ultimate 

decisions were in the balance, official radio and news agencies simply announced that Germany's 

mobilisation was “not proceeding”, but of course that was because Hitler was simply waiting his 

opportunity to go ahead. (WC5i, 281-2) 

Chamberlain's Final ‘Assistance’ - To Catastrophe  

   Hence, Hitler's ultimate decision was made easy when on the evening of the 27th, September, 

Chamberlain, broadcasting to the English nation referred to "...a quarrel in a faraway country 

between peoples of whom we know nothing...", going on to offer a third visit to reach the much 

desired 'accommodation' with Germany. No mention of any intention to involve the League of 

Nations or even to consult let alone negotiate with the Czechs. Hitler thus immediately knew all 

was clear ahead. His letter to Chamberlain offered a ‘guarantee’ on the 'new' frontiers of 

Czechoslovakia and assurances about a new plebiscite. Chamberlain thereupon agreed to visit the 

Chancellor to discuss the transfer of Czech territory. The upshot was the infamous meeting of 

September 29, 1938 in Munich between Chamberlain, Daladier, Mussolini and Hitler which in all 

essentials agreed to the terms of the Godesberg ultimatum. The Sudetenland was to be handed over 

completely within 10 days. Russia was not consulted; nor were the Czechs who were simply handed 

the decision arrived at by the 'Big Four'. (WC5i, 283-4) At Chamberlain's request, a 'private talk' 

with Hitler was granted. A public declaration drafted by Chamberlain and co-signed by Hitler 

clearly reveals the outcome as well as the deferential nature of their relationship. It read:  

"We the German Fuehrer and Chancellor, and the British Prime Minister, have had a further 

meeting to-day, and are agreed in recognising that the question of Anglo-German relations is of 

the first importance for the two countries and for Europe.  

We regard the agreement signed last night, and the Anglo-German Naval Agreement, as symbolic 

of the desire of our two peoples never to go to war with one another again.  

We are resolved that the method of consultation shall be the method adopted to deal with any other 

questions that may concern our two countries, and we are determined to continue our efforts to 

remove possible sources of difference, and thus to contribute to assure the peace of Europe." 

(WC5i, 285)  
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   In plain English, that finally sealed Britain’s ongoing betrayal of all its earlier commitments to 

peace through Versailles and the League of Nations. On Chamberlain's return to England, that 

notorious 'peace for our time' declaration was the ‘piece of paper’ he triumphantly waved to the 

crowd at Heston airport. This clear political success by Hitler represented the urgent threat of three 

ultimately disastrous consequences for all concerned. First, it left Hitler feeling utterly confident 

that he was free to continue to pursue his long-recognised territorial ambitions with the cooperation 

of Britain and France. Secondly, the apparent demonstration that Hitler could continue to advance 

his plans for territorial expansion without immediate risk of war totally undermined the German 

General Staff's determination to topple him along with the rest of the Nazi leadership. And thirdly, 

that once Germany invaded Russia it would ‘automatically’ trigger a Second World War, the 

consequences for the world being truly catastrophic, just as Churchill had foreseen. (see page 18, 

26). Of course, Britain’s Conservatives should long since have woken up to the obvious solution 

of converting their unstable mercantile political economy into a serviceable capitalist one freed of 

the aggression and systematic cheating which made it prone to deep depression. In other words, a 

quick conversion to the sort of economy recommended by Adam Smith, - and John Hobson in his 

1902 study of Imperialism. (JAH)  Done rapidly enough, that could have enabled Britain to escape 

the depression, join The Grand Alliance and thus support Germany’s General Staff to hold Hitler 

back from his crazy aim of world dominion via launching into World War 2. Tragically, however, 

none of that occurred. 

   Hence, without allies, the Czechs acceded to the British-German agreement. Their President, 

Benes, resigned, fleeing to England. Following the German ‘success’, Poland and Hungary also   

mmade territorial claims, ‘plums’ soon granted by Germany. In England there was much 

disagreement - even among the Conservatives. First Lord of the Admiralty, Duff Cooper, resigned. 

After some reconsideration of the prospects of 'peace for our time', steps were taken to speed up 

rearmament but according to Churchill, apart from aircraft, Germany's arms programme continued 

to outstrip by far that of Britain, the year's much vaunted ‘extra year’s breathing space' giving much 

greater advantage to Germany than Britain.(WC5i, 301-4) In any event, Chamberlain continued to 

believe in the great value of his ‘personal contacts’ with the dictators.  

   But by late January 1939 Hitler was putting diplomatic pressure on Poland to give up its northern 

territories along the Baltic (including Danzig and its 'Corridor') as far as the Lithuanian port city of 

Memel. The world did not have long to wait before Hitler again 'defended' his country against 

another starkly weaker neighbour. In the meantime, however, Chamberlain and his cabinet 

ministers were well satisfied with the outcome. Through the early months of 1939, (reminiscent of 

the summer of 1914!) "A wave of perverse optimism had swept across the British scene .....the 

Ministers and newspapers identified with the Munich Agreement did not lose faith in the policy 

into which they had drawn the nation." Indeed, on March 10 Britain's Home Secretary spoke of the 

government's hopes for a "Five Years’ Peace Plan" to usher in a new "Golden Age", one to include 

a commercial treaty with Germany. (WC5i, 307;)  

   Yet already by March 4, having cast aside all promises of 'no more territorial claims', German 

troops had occupied Prague and subjugated the rest of the Czechoslovak Republic, Hitler declaring 

the whole country a German 'protectorate'. (‘protectorate’, ‘Mandate’, wonderful cover terms 

these!). Although clearly upset by this turn of events, Chamberlain initially accepted the fait 

accompli. However, as revealed in his Birmingham speech just two days later, his attitude had by 

then altered markedly. Chamberlain accused Hitler of gross breach of faith in breaking his word 

(i.e., doing what he’d been doing all along) going on to openly question whether Czechoslovakia 

was but another move on Germany's road to “world domination”. What had been strikingly 
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obvious to others for years, coming now from Chamberlain was a total surprise - a complete 

turnaround. Accordingly, at the end of March, Chamberlain announced Britain's intention to 

"...lend the Polish Government all support in their power" should Germany threaten Poland's 

independence - at the same time adding that France stood "…in the same position" and (later) that 

"The Dominions have been kept fully informed."! (WC5i, 310 ; LH, 6-9)  

 Churchill's Summing Up  

   Commenting on this extraordinary about-face, Churchill wrote "Look back and see what we had 

successively accepted and thrown away: a Germany rearmed in violation of a solemn treaty; air 

superiority or even air parity cast away; the Rhineland forcibly occupied and the Siegfried Line 

built or building; the Berlin-Rome Axis established; Austria devoured and digested by the Reich; 

Czechoslovakia deserted and ruined by the Munich Pact, its fortress line in German hands, its 

mighty arsenal of Skoda henceforward making munitions for the German armies; President 

Roosevelt's effort to stabilise or bring to a head the situation by the intervention of the United 

States waved aside with one hand and Soviet Russia's undoubted willingness to join the Western 

Powers and go all lengths to save Czechoslovakia ignored on the other; the services of thirty five 

Czech divisions against the still unripened German army cast away, when great Britain could 

herself supply only two to strengthen the front in France; all gone with the wind. .......History may 

be scoured and ransacked to find a parallel to this sudden and complete reversal of five or six 

years' policy of easy-going placatory appeasement, and its transformation almost overnight into a 

readiness to accept an obviously imminent war on far worse conditions and on the greatest scale. 

.........which must surely lead to the slaughter of tens of millions of people." (WC5i, 310-312)  

   Notwithstanding objections by Poland, Romania and the Baltic States to Russian protection (of 

which their governments were deeply suspicious) there was only one measure left which could 

have held Hitler back from further conquests in Eastern Europe. As Churchill indicated, that was 

to accept the idea of the 'Grand Alliance', as earlier proposed by Russia and endorsed by himself 

and many others, including Lords Cecil and Lloyd, but repeatedly rejected by the British 

government. To encourage its reconsideration, the Russian government had on March 19 proposed 

a Six-Power Conference. However, despite the gravity of the situation, Chamberlain refused to 

agree, instead freely offering 'guarantees' to Greece and Romania and an alliance with Turkey - 

that is, in addition to his government's 'guarantee' to Poland (the position of which in Eastern 

Europe ensured that, if invoked, effective help could not be given). On April 7, Italian forces 

occupied Albania - in preparation for later operations against Greece and Yugoslavia. And already 

by then Hitler had issued a secret directive to his Chief of Staff, Keitel, for the invasion of Poland 

on September 1. (WC5i, 313-4; 322)  

Addressing the Reichstag on April 28 Hitler 'denounced' the German-Polish Non-Aggression Pact 

of 1934, giving as his reason Britain's recent action, the Anglo-Polish Guarantee. (WC5i, 323) He 

also took time to 'denounce' the Anglo-German Naval Agreement of 1935. Very strange since all 

the benefits had gone to Hitler: - the 'kudos', its demonstration of dissention among the former 

allies of WWI, and Britain's open encouragement to German rearmament - but no doubt he was 

piqued over Chamberlain's totally unexpected turnaround. As pointed out by Churchill, the 

'guarantees' to be given Poland and Romania could have real significance only within the context 

of a general agreement that included Russia. On April 16, Russia again offered to join with Britain 

and France to create a 'united front' to operate in the event of further German aggression. However, 

as Churchill explained, "Poland, Roumania, Finland and the Baltic States did not know whether it 

was German aggression or Russian rescue that they dreaded more. It was this hideous choice that 
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paralysed British and French policy. There can however be no doubt, even in the after-light, that 

Britain and France should have accepted the Russian offer, proclaimed the Triple Alliance, and 

left the method by which it could be made effective in case of war to be adjusted between the allies 

engaged against a common foe. ...... It would not be easy in a Grand Alliance, such as might have 

been developed, for one ally to enter the territory of another unless invited. .......The alliance of 

Britain, France and Russia would have struck deep alarm into the heart of Germany in 1939, and 

no one can prove that war might not even then have been averted."(WC5i, 325) And as further 

pointed out, for Hitler to have ignored the implications of such an alliance, would have meant war 

on two fronts; and that was not only contrary to his own counsel, but would immediately have put 

him in conflict with his senior generals who more than likely would have brought his life, along 

with his insane military plans, to an abrupt end.(WC5i, 326)  

   At that very late stage, other than setting up the proposed united front alliance warning to Hitler, 

no possible avenue of escape from a European war existed. Even so it was with half-heartedness 

that discussions between the British Ambassador in Moscow and Russia's Foreign Minister, 

Litvinov, had begun on April 16. By May 4 Churchill was expressing impatience at the failure to 

reach agreement. Instead there had been "....a long silence while half measures and judicious 

compromises were being prepared. This delay was fatal to Litvinov. His last attempt to bring 

matters to a clear-cut decision with the Western Powers was deemed to have failed. ...... A wholly 

different foreign policy was required for the safety of Russia, and a new exponent must be found." 

(WC5i, 327) In fact, on May 3 Litvinov (being a Jew and clearly no friend of Nazism) had been 

replaced by M.Molotov whose task at this late stage was to develop a stop-gap 'arrangement' 

involving a ‘non-aggression agreement’ with Germany. As Churchill saw the logic of it, "The 

Soviet Government were convinced by Munich and much else that neither Britain nor France would 

fight till they were attacked, and would not be much good then. The gathering storm was about to 

break. Russia must look after herself." (WC5i, 328-9)  

Ultimate Opposition to Joint Action - then War  

   On May 8 the British government finally replied to the Russian note of April 16 with “counter-

proposals”. As Chamberlain explained, his government had undertaken new obligations in Eastern 

Europe which, “on account of various difficulties”, would not involve the direct participation of 

the Soviet Government - going on to say that the USSR should independently make similar 

guarantees to countries seeking its assistance in the event of aggression.(WC5i, 332) On May 19 

the situation was debated in the House of Commons. Some, including Churchill, Eden, Attlee, 

Sinclair and Lloyd George, stressed the absolute essentiality of joint action with Russia on equal 

terms if there was to be any hope of averting war.(WC5i, 333-7) But Chamberlain's stand remained 

unchanged and as Churchill commented "This seemed to show the same lack of proportion as we 

have seen in the rebuff of the Roosevelt proposals a year before." (WC5i, 335) And as he pointed 

out to the House in May 1939, "If you are ready to be an ally of Russia in time of war,.....if you are 

ready to join hands with Russia in the defence of Poland, which you have guaranteed, and of 

Roumania, why should you shrink from becoming the ally of Russia now, when you may by that 

very fact prevent the breaking out of war?" (WC5i, 336)  

   But it was all to no avail. In his May 23 meeting with his Chiefs of Staff, Hitler's response was 

to feel invincible, supremely confident. He was, as paraphrased "...in a state of patriotic fervour, 

shared by two other nations - Italy and Japan.  .....Poland will always be on the side of our 

adversaries. .....Danzig is not the subject of the dispute at all. It is a question of expanding our 

living space in the East .....There will be war. Our task is to isolate Poland. The success of the 
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isolation will be decisive." (from Minutes of May 23 meeting, see Nazi-Soviet Relations, p.15; 

WC5i, 338-9). As Churchill reflected "While the ranks of the Axis closed for military preparation, 

the vital link of the Western Powers with Russia had perished." On May 30, to make quite certain 

that situation remained permanent, the German Foreign Office informed its ambassador in Moscow 

"Contrary to the policy previously planned, we have now decided to undertake definite negotiations 

with the Soviet Union." (WC5i, 339) And at this stage, in reviewing both the early and more recent 

attempts to attain a united stand with Britain and France against the continued German territorial 

expansion, Russia's new Foreign Minister, Molotov, could only conclude that negotiations had 

finally come to nothing. Hence the inevitability that Russia would have to come up with some other 

option to safeguard its security or, more to the point, postpone the day of a direct attack by Germany 

- for there was no doubting that that day was not far distant. (WC5i, 339-40)  

   Throughout June the situation over Poland continued grave. Anthony Eden volunteered to 

represent Britain in a last-ditch attempt to come to an effective arrangement with Russia. Declining 

that offer, Chamberlain sent instead a Mr Strang, a none-too-prominent Foreign Office official. 

Understandably this and other half measures extending through the first two weeks of August 

simply confirmed the Soviet government's view that Britain was not the least serious about forming 

a united front.(WC5i, 347-8) By mid-August Russia saw no alternative but to proceed towards a 

'deal' with Germany, Stalin announcing this intention on August 19. After negotiations with 

Ribbentrop, agreement on a "Soviet-German Non-Aggression Pact" (involving the partitioning of 

Poland) was declared on August 23.  

   Summing up on this outcome, Churchill writes: "It is a question whether Hitler or Stalin loathed 

it most. Both were aware that it could only be a temporary expedient. The antagonisms between 

the two empires and systems were mortal. Stalin no doubt felt that Hitler would be a less deadly 

foe to Russia after a year of war with the Western Powers. Hitler followed his method of 'one at a 

time'. The fact that such an agreement could be made marks the culminating failure of British and 

French foreign policy and diplomacy over several years. "And as he further pointed out, Russia 

desperately needed more time to assemble its forces from all corners of its far-flung territories to 

meet the inevitable attack, going on to say that "If their policy was cold-blooded, it was also at the 

moment realistic in a high degree." (WC5i,351)  

   So the Pact was agreed with "...much jubilation and many toasts around the table." (WC5i, 352) 

The response of the British government was to take more seriously the need to mobilise, beginning 

with its home 'protective armour' of anti-aircraft defences, etc. And, even though it must have been 

clear to all that Britain totally lacked the military means to block a German invasion of Poland, 

Chamberlain wrote to Hitler stressing that despite the recent Soviet-German Agreement, Britain 

would ‘stand by its obligation to that country'.  

   Hitler, after asserting his 'unparalleled magnanimity' towards Poland on the issue of Germany's 

claim to Danzig (Gdansk) and its Corridor, his in-character reply stated that Britain's guarantee to 

Poland "...could only be interpreted in that country as an encouragement henceforward to unloose, 

under cover of such a charter, a wave of appalling terrorism against the million and a half German 

inhabitants living in Poland."(Nuremberg Docs. Pt. II, p 158; WC5i, 354). On August 25, Britain 

proclaimed a formal treaty with Poland,  “….confirming the guarantees already given”. Hitler 

proceeded with his plan for 'Fall Weiss' (Case White) the invasion of Poland, set for September 1 

at 04.45. The invasion went ahead as planned and Britain ‘declared war’ on Germany on September 

3, 1939  
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The Phony War Begins 

   The first phony aspect relates to its ill-judged long-term planning and execution. From the 

beginning, Britain’s Lords: Halifax, Londonderry, Lothian, Astor, Beaverbrook, Hoare, together 

with Neville Chamberlain, Geoffrey Dawson, David Lloyd George, etc., long sympathetic to 

Hitler’s aims, were content to contemplate their security at the cost of tens of millions of other 

peoples’ lives in a second world war.(see, pp. 18, 26)  Its all so hard to understand how, from the 

outset they could have construed such a scheme to offset the effects of the Great Depression since 

all that was needed for that was an honest (i.e., just) version of capitalism such as envisioned by 

Adam Smith and John A. Hobson in his 1902 Study of Imperialism (AS_WN; JAH) That is what 

we may still regard as ‘capitalism’, where its constraints focus on its fairness including long-term 

sustainability for future generations. See also Michael Hudson. (MH1). However, for other clues, 

it’s worth revisiting Churchill’s E-BOOK LIBERALISM AND THE SOCIAL PROBLEM at 

http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/18419 (See Spirit of the Budget, paragraphs 358-364). For there, 

we can see how the problem of simultaneous double standards, with their inevitable contradictory 

consequences, has existed for a very long time indeed. Yet, there has to be a far better way through 

which, by attaining fairness, sustainability and peace, would satisfy all. 

 

   Overall, given that English Lords and their families have been to the very ‘best’ schools, it is 

nigh impossible to explain the lack of any discernible moral standard involved in the 

Conservatives’ plan to deal with the consequences of the West’s centuries-long weak mercantile 

political economy with its periodic collapses into ‘Great Depressions’. Indeed, what is just so 

striking about these Conservatives is the up-front cowardice displayed when it comes to military 

attack on Russia since its communist revolution. Yes, finally Russia had had its turn at revolution, 

but at no stage have I heard of any preparation by Russia to force on Britain its economic system; 

nor to mount any sort of military attack. Hence, for Britain to encourage Hitler’s Germany to make 

such an illegal take-over of Russia is totally unforgivable, gutless, and all the more-so because it 

meant forcing the young of many other nations to do the fighting and endure the tens of millions 

of deaths. To illustrate, see e.g., US historian, David Kennedy’s WW2 casualty figures (which of 

course do not cover war’s other terrible on-going outcomes. (PK) 

 

Country Total War Dead Civilian Deaths 

United Kingdom 350,000 100,000 

China 10,000,000 6,000,000 

Yugoslavia 2,000,000 1-1.5,000,000 

Japan 3,000,000 1,000,000 

Poland 8,000,000 6,000,000 

Germany 6,500,000 1,000,000 

Soviet Union 24,000,000 16,000,000 

United States 405,000 6 

 

   Moreover, when WW2 ceased, Britain asserted that ‘the Axis Dictators’ were ‘responsible’, they 

and had ‘started it’, such by-passing Britain’s key role in promoting Hitler’s long-sought invasion 

of Russia for its fertile soils and mineral-rich territories, Emphasised here because Churchill had 

long warned Britain’s Conservative governments of disastrous outcomes from assisting Hitler’s 

ambition; Hitler might (or not) succeed in dominating the world, but in either case such a conflict 

would inevitably bring on WW2 with tens of millions of deaths. (WC5i, 18, 26) Clearly, 

Churchill’s thoroughly-documented account of how this war came about deserves to be widely 

recorded and recognised for its veracity. For that is the very least that can be done to commemorate 

http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/18419
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the multi-millions of lives sacrificed across the many nations caught up in WW2, his well-judged 

“unnecessary war”. Vitally important too as a salutary lesson for the future, thus to remind all 

nations never to repeat such a hideous self-serving, casualty-loaded (greatest-ever) war crime. 

Further, attention must also be drawn to the West’s long-embedded ‘stratified corruption’ across  

the mercantile community, corruption which could treat that extreme crime as justified ‘normality’. 
 

   Back to Britain, September1939. Yes, announcements made, but the British government had no 

plan for any action towards its ‘declared’ war, including the defence of Poland. Churchill became 

Admiralty’s First Lord, but Germany’s U-boats and aircraft dominated, doing heavy damage to 

British ships, tens of thousands of lives lost. To defend France and Britain many divisions would 

be needed. France had 86 divisions, but Britain could ‘promise’ only 4 against Germany’s 100. 

However, it wasn’t that Britain had been short of manpower since, as Churchill put it there were 

500,000, “....people of middle age, many of whom served in the last war, who are full of vigor and 

experience, and who are being told by tens of thousands that they are not wanted, and that there is 

nothing for them except to register at the local Labour Exchange?, - men whose active service 

could release “...the young and active from their billets”, thus allowing them to fight in one or 

other Service. (WC5i, 438-9) Indeed, even in 1944 young Englishmen were still waiting up to 

eighteen months on the same deferred lists for training as pilots, navigators and bomb-aimers, etc, 

Lord Balfour referring to these numbers as “...the manpower of two divisions ....locked up in our 

deferred lists for a year or more...” (JMcC, 125; and see IB1, 9F(d).)  

   When Churchill and Prime Minister Chamberlain met with the Supreme War Council in Paris on 

April 22, 1940, an early German invasion of Western Europe was being planned. On May 7 the 

British government had reached crisis point, the Opposition forcing a debate on leadership, many 

insisting Chamberlain step down. The outcome, hastened by Germany’s invasion of Holland, 

Belgium and France on May 10, - was a broad coalition National government brought in with 

Opposition support - on condition it be led by Churchill (not Lord Halifax or other Hitler 

sympathiser!).(WC5i, 573-4; 593-601) Hitler’s attack was a demonstration of overwhelming military 

force at lightning speed. With 136 divisions, many armoured, and backed by 2,500 aircraft, it was 

indeed a ‘Blitzkrieg’, a lightning war, with ruthless ‘efficiency’, including the bombing of cities 

and the machine-gunning of refugees fleeing the highways. By May 21 German forces had reached 

the Channel and Churchill was preparing to evacuate his fast-retreating troops. Some 450,000 

rescued via Dunkirk, most equipment lost. Losing 92,000 lives, France was beaten, Paris occupied 

June 14, 1940. Alone, Britain was powerless to confront Germany. However, on June 22, 1941, 

German forces invaded Russia. Being highly motorised they advanced rapidly, by September 

invading deeply, within 40 miles of Moscow and laying siege to Leningrad. Moreover, they were 

extending far towards Russia’s oil-bearing Caucasus.(WC5ii, 347)  

A British Settlement with Hitler?  

   Going back to 1940, there was within Britain’s upper circles serious consideration of the 

desirability, indeed, necessity, of a ‘settlement’ with Hitler. Conservative politicians, Lords 

Halifax, Londonderry, Lothian, Astor, Beaverbrook, Hoare, together with Neville Chamberlain, 

Geoffrey Dawson, David Lloyd George, and many other influential figures long sympathetic to 

Hitler’s aims, were not satisfied with Churchill’s approach to Britain’s predicament, an approach 

they saw as wildly brash, quite unreal. In view of his past war-time Prime Ministership, as well as 

known sympathies, Lloyd George (then aged 76) was favoured as the preferable leader.(DD2,11) 

On January 24, 1940, Sir Alexander Cadogan, top Foreign Office civil servant noted discussing 

with Lord Halifax possible ‘peace terms’.(DD2,15) Lloyd George, believed it was just a matter of 
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time before a compromise peace must come, a view promoted by Lord Beaverbrook through his 

newspapers.(DD2,17) Also, as David Day recorded, official Australian government documents 

revealed similar views held by Prime Minister Robert Menzies and other prominent citizens. 

(DD2,14-6) Nevertheless, despite his faulty track record over the war in Greece, Churchill brought 

on a ‘vote of confidence’ in his leadership. And although the Lords, - Astors, Bedfords, etc., had a 

very different idea as to the preferred outcome re. Hitler, it was not one they were prepared to go 

public on, especially as the general public were far more sympathetic to Churchill’s approach. 

Lloyd George and Hore-Belisha led the attack, but when it came to the House vote, 447 to 3 

supported Churchill’s confidence motion. (DD2, 179-81) Politically, both Britain and France were 

seriously divided over Hitler and his war plans. Yet sympathies in Hitler’s direction, strong before 

the war, continued and the feeling that Hitler represented protection against the ‘virus of 

Communism’ that might ‘infect’ their long-suffering populations (affected still by the on-going 

effects of the Great Depression) remained potent influences in Conservative circles.  

 What Next? How Humans Can Survive via an Economy that Works** 

   Looking deeply into the past makes clear that powerful ‘leaders’ have long maintained the 

‘winners take all’ approach. Overconfidence is one thing, but in recent times, as in the leadup to 

WW1 and WW2, inability to learn sets up even more catastrophic outcomes. Churchill’s occasional 

insights signalled such warnings as in his maiden speech to the House in 1901, re. the disaster of 

looming WW1 and later, ‘Spirit of the Budget’ lecture of 1909.(WC2) Indeed, as a prominent 

Liberal Radical he was well placed (with Liberal Radical leader, Lord Morley, to prevent it (IB19). 

Yet, (fascinated by the prospect) and offered First Lord of the Admiralty he held back, only to 

admit after the war that all nations were immense losers, tens of millions killed, multimillions 

maimed, insane, billions of pounds lost and, loaded with unfathomable compound credit debt, all 

worse off than before. Hence, outcomes just as John Hobson had warned in 1902, and Yale 

historian Paul Kennedy documented in 1998 in his classic “The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, 

Economic Growth and Military Conflict from 1500 to 2000”. Indeed, isn’t this title just so highly 

revealing as to how ever-expanding industrialised production led to greater and greater military 

conflict rather than security and peace via fair-sharing and guarding the earthly environment. (JAH; 

PK: WC4, 30, 31; MH1) 

Back to World War Two 

   Once the deliberately-engineered WW2 was finally underway, no other nations would plan to get 

caught up in war between Hitler’s Germany and Russia. For, as many knew, Hitler had aimed to 

link with his long-sought ally Britain and other Western nations to facilitate his road to far greater 

power and eminence. Moreover, like Churchill, many of these other nations realised that such a 

war “….must surely lead to the slaughter of tens of millions of people." (WC5i, 310-312) But, 

unfortunately for them that is precisely how things turned out, since Churchill was right in 

foreseeing it as a world-wide war with truly horrible consequences. (DK) Germany made an early 

start with successful attacks on Norway and Western Europe, overcoming France and driving 

British Conservatives to contemplate ‘a peace deal’ with Hitler. That done, he invaded Russia, 

rapidly penetrating to within 40 miles of Moscow and laying siege to Leningrad. However, as 

David Kennedy described, it was touch and go. And although Roosevelt believed that the Russian 

front would hold, Churchill maintained that “Almost all responsible opinion held that the Russian 

armies would soon be defeated and largely destroyed.”(WC5iii, 350) Nevertheless, Churchill’s 

response was simply to mark time, to ‘wait and see’. Supplies to help would be shipped to 

Murmansk, but memories of 1916-18 France were too fresh to consider direct involvement. 
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Moreover, there was still the issue of Russia’s communist ‘virus’ which sooner or later might catch 

on anywhere. In the meantime, Britain should look after its immediate concerns. Churchill, by then 

Prime Minister, stated his priorities as 1, defending the home-land against air attack, 2, defending 

its vital marine supply lines especially against Germany’s submarines, 3, defending what was left 

of its Empire in the Middle East and North Africa, Egypt, Libya etc. and 4, mounting area-bombing 

attacks on German industry and associated worker’s housing, to “shorten and win the war.”  

   Britain’s official account of that campaign by Sir Charles Webster and Noble Frankland, not 

published until 1961, is altogether revealing.(W&Fii) As they recorded, the RAF’s 200,000 tons 

of bombs dropped on Germany in 1943 caused the deaths of some 200,000 people with far greater 

numbers injured, and the destruction of over 212,000 buildings. “Hamburg was devastated in a 

manner never before known... and through the autumn and winter months Berlin was subjected to 

almost continuous assault and many other cities attacked…..with great success”.(W&Fii, 224) 

Indeed, as these authors put it, “The area attack of this period was deliberately aimed at the 

destruction of the principal cities of Germany. The object was, as has been seen, to destroy the 

entire centre of the cities, the housing, public utilities and communications to such an extent that 

their inhabitants would not be able to go on working. ... it was the destruction of the living quarters 

of the towns which was the main object of the attack. The worker was to be deprived of the means 

of working by the devastation of his environment.” (W&Fii, 235) And then comes the ‘punch line’ 

on the effectiveness of that vast devastation when we learn that with all this ‘success’, “It was 

natural that those in Britain who surveyed this unprecedented destruction should think that 

German armaments production must have been sensibly reduced and the morale of the German 

people, perhaps, fatally undermined.” But then follows, ”In fact, however, armaments production 

was not only maintained but much increased during the first half of 1943. It remained at that level, 

with a slight fall at the end, during the second half and then rose steeply again in the first half of 

1944, reaching its peak about the middle of that year.” And, as to the effect on morale of the 

German and foreign (including coerced POW) workers, “....the refusal to accept defeat through 

anguish and terror must command respect and admiration.”(W&Fii, 224- 5)  

   All this is confirmed in the earlier-published United States Strategic Bombing Surveys analysis 

of 1945.(USSBS-1) One covers the fire-bombing of 66 flammable Japanese cities. As the USSBS 

Survey Reports on Japan show, there was a very serious interest in the effects of incendiary bombs 

on densely-populated urban areas in an Asian context. The Japanese cities, especially their central 

areas, were known for their crowded timber buildings and high population densities. Yet, even if 

the Japanese had had high-pressure water supplies and efficient fire-fighting systems, (they had 

neither) there could be no surprise that the several forms of jellied petrol (‘Napalm’) cluster bombs 

dropped over central Tokyo (and 65 other cities) would cause high-temperature fire storms having 

altogether devastating effects on homes and people alike. For overall results, as the Summary 

Report indicates, “In the aggregate, 104,000 tons of bombs were directed at 66 urban areas;.... 

Some 40 percent of the built-up area of the 66 cites attacked was destroyed. Approximately 30 

percent of the entire urban population of Japan lost their homes and many of their 

possessions.”(USSBS-1, 17)  The other, deals with the nuclear bombing of two other cities when 

it was already known that Japan was ready to surrender on conditions finally agreed to,- a point 

made by two presidential advisers of the time, i.e., President Eisenhower and Admiral Leahy, 

advisers to President Truman.( see Eisenhower, President Dwight D. Mandate For Change 1953-

1956: The White House Years, Doubleday, 1963, p.3 

 https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/nukevault/ebb525-The-Atomic-Bomb-and-the-End-of-World-War-II/  

(PDE1) and Admiral William Leahy, i.e., both over-ruled by politicians of the day.(WDL) 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/nukevault/ebb525-The-Atomic-Bomb-and-the-End-of-World-War-II/
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End of WW2, Opportunities for Economic Revival Regained 

   The background histories of both World Wars open the way for a fresh start on abolishing war 

by instituting just and fair economies, a ‘package deal’ which could solve these two vitally 

important problems, such clearly essential for the survival of species (life on earth).(DA) Hence, 

before its too late, now is the time for all to begin afresh in advancing towards a parallel, 

universally-fair, workable economic system that can deal with the self-destructive mess today’s 

economies are in. Once WW2 was declared, there came time for the US, Britain and other nations 

to figure out a suitable economic system to replace the highly aggressive one which was the 

underlying cause of just so many wars over the centuries. That is, the mercantile political economic 

system Adam Smith and others wanted to do away with, its repeated destructive wars a prime 

reason.(AS_WN) High time they did, but with the war under way and so many European powers 

trapped in it, there would be scant opportunity for the consultations essential to mutual agreement 

on a re-constituted economy for Europe and the world in general. 

   However, once the war was over, there would be every reason for the victors to show good will 

by abolishing the aggressive war-generating system abhorred by Adam Smith, John Hobson and 

many others. For, as Smith put it in 1776, “...nations have been taught that their interest consisted 

in beggaring all their neighbours. Each nation has been made to look with an invidious eye upon 

the prosperity of all the nations with which it trades, and to consider their gain as its own loss. 

Commerce, which ought naturally to be, among nations as among individuals, a bond of union and 

friendship, has become the most fertile source of discord and animosity. The capricious ambition 

of kings and ministers has not, during the present and the preceding century, been more fatal to 

the repose of Europe than the impertinent jealousy of merchants and manufacturers. The violence 

and injustice of the rulers of mankind is an ancient evil, for which, I am afraid, the nature of human 

affairs can scarce admit of a remedy. But the mean rapacity, the monopolising spirit of merchants 

and manufacturers, who neither are, nor ought to be, the rulers of mankind, though it cannot 

perhaps be corrected may very easily be prevented from disturbing the tranquility of anybody but 

themselves.” (AS_WN, IV.3 Part 1. 38 ; See also BC3; DD1 ;DD2; JaKG2; MH1-MH6)    

   Logically, then this was an ideal opportunity to promote a democratic economic system that was 

just and fair for all parties, and thus to complement the fairness and wisdom of the United Nations 

Laws designed to protect nation’s independence from take-overs and resource robbery. Ideal 

timing, and yet the ‘success’ of the US’s vast war-time production in raising it out of the Great 

Depression led to its decision to continue expanding its military-based economy as the way to 

become an ever more pre-eminent World Leader. However, that disturbed many for, as realised, 

such eminence and certainty would need an ‘enemy’ to justify it. The badly damaged Russia with 

its extreme losses would know that it was their army that forced Germany’s troops all the way back 

to Berlin. Hence, it well understood the Allied undertaking to accept Russia’s need of a protective 

East European ‘sphere of influence’. Yet, as Martin Gilbert, former Winston Churchill biographer 

documented, within 3 days of Germany’s surrender (May 9, 1945) Churchill’s telegram to 

President Truman, described Russia’s extraordinary accomplishment of driving Hitler’s armies 

back to Berlin, as, “...this enormous Muscovite advance into the centre of Europe....”  he adding 

“...Meanwhile the attention of our peoples will be occupied in inflicting severities upon Germany, 

which is ruined and prostrate, and it could be open to the Russians in a very short time to advance 

if they chose to the North Sea and the Atlantic.”(MG2, 685-6) Further, in his March 1946 Fulton 

Missouri speech, Churchill had claimed that his and Roosevelt’s agreement with Stalin to grant 

Russia an East European “sphere of influence” had (somehow?) divided the European continent 

with an “Iron Curtain”. Yet, as, Churchill stated, “I do not believe that Soviet Russia desires war. 
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What they desire is the fruits of war and the indefinite expansion of their power and doctrines.” 

Nevertheless, as Truman soon made clear, the main instrument of American power to counter 

Russia’s efforts to produce a communist, socialist or egalitarian Europe, would be America’s atom 

bombs, they produced, further developed and by July 1946 tested over the Marshall Islands. Thus 

the ‘Cold War’ was confirmed, then stretched by additional claims that Russia was intent on 

military advances around the world, including Western Europe. Such, was never threatened by 

Russia, and yet since 1949 Western Europe is said to have been ‘shielded’ by the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organisation (NATO). (GFK3)  

   But, going back to judgements on Russia, George Kennan outlined that history as, “What I was 

then advocating for our Government was a policy of "containment" of Soviet expansionist 

pressures, a policy aimed at halting the expansion of Soviet power into Central and Western 

Europe. I viewed this as primarily a diplomatic and political task, though not wholly without 

military implications. I considered that if and when we had succeeded in persuading the Soviet 

leadership that the continuation of these expansionist pressures not only held out for them no hopes 

for success but would be, in many respects, to their disadvantage, then the moment would have 

come for serious talks with them about the future of Europe. But when, some three years later, this 

moment had arrived - when we had made our point with the Marshall Plan, with the successful 

resistance to the Berlin blockade and other measures - when the lesson I wanted to see us convey 

to Moscow had been successfully conveyed, then it was one of the great disappointments of my life 

to discover that neither our Government nor our Western European allies had any interest in 

entering into such discussions at all. What they and the others wanted from Moscow, with respect 

to the future of Europe, was essentially ‘unconditional surrender.’ They were prepared to wait for 

it. And this was the beginning of the 40 years of cold war.” (GFK2)  

   Indeed, on this key issue it is important to quote George F. Kennan’s 1987 comment on the still 

growing lock-down influence of the military-industrial complex on the US economy and society 

in general: “Constituting as it now does the greatest single purchaser in the American market, with 

all the power that implies, anchored in long-term contractual obligations that defy the normal 

annual budgetary discretion of Congress, its tentacles now reaching into almost every 

congressional district and distorting the electoral situations wherever they reach, this military-

industrial establishment has become a veritable addiction of American society - an addiction from 

which American society could no longer free itself without the most severe withdrawal pains. Were 

the Soviet Union to sink tomorrow under the waters of the ocean, the American military-industrial 

complex would have to go on, substantially unchanged, until some other adversary could be 

invented. Anything else would be an unacceptable shock to the American economy.” Shortly (c.f., 

p.54) Kennan makes the further point that, “So vast a peacetime defense establishment has 

demanded, of course, as a counterpart indispensable to its rationale, an adversary proportionate 

to it - proportionate in its alleged iniquity, in the presumed intensity of its hostility, and in the 

immensity of the armed power with which it was supposed to confront us. This counterpart was 

found, in the form of the Soviet Union; and the forbidding image has been assiduously built up and 

nurtured, as it had to be, over the course of several decades.” (GFK3; well-worth-reading full text 

IB9, 52-56, Appendix 2; likewise, President Eisenhower’s fare-well speech in which he deals with 

the horrors of nuclear war.(PDE2)  

   Aside from the make-believe to ‘justify’ naming the USSR as the ‘new enemy’, let me add a little 

detail on the background to the US’s military-industrial policy. As David Kennedy’s paper shows, 

from 1929 until it entered WW2 in late 1941 the US economy had been in deep depression with 

14-25% unemployment plus 45% of white households (95% African-American) struggling beneath 
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the poverty line. But once it began producing arms for itself and its allies its economy took off, 

thriving throughout the war.(DK) However, then assuming the role of ‘world leader’ based on 

military power, meant enormously enlarging its military establishment and making vastly more 

armaments to sell via huge numbers of military bases across the world. It also meant that the search 

for military and other resources would involve plundering others’ territories, illegal under binding 

U.N. Charter Law, the US a principal author.(UNC) A very bad example to set by any aspiring 

‘world leader’. However, beginning early post-WWII, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) chief, 

Allen Dulles, re-modelled the CIA to include covert operations to engage in ‘regime changes’ and 

resource plundering under the guise of ‘saving the world from communism’ - or whatever. I say 

‘whatever’ because, as William Blum’s fine study Rogue State shows, many deposed individuals 

and nations were anything but communist - or socialist, (WB, e.g., Noriega/Panama; Saddam 

Hussein/Iraq; Allende/ Chile). See also Robert Kennedy Jr’s illuminating account. (RFK Jr. and 

GWC, plus https://raymcgovern.com/   

   Patently illegal, all this post-WWII wrong-headed terrorist-inducing plunder through war was 

thoroughly documented in 2018 by Professor Jeffrey D. Sachs Director of the Centre for 

Sustainable Development, Columbia University and Director of the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Solutions Network. Too much to detail, but briefly outlined in IBNF13, (listed in 

http://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley)  over-viewed by General Wesley Clark (GWC) 

and thoroughly detailed in Jeffrey Sachs article. (JSa3) This is a most important study because it 

draws together the US connection to the historical and still-current evolution of the unstable 

mercantile system, - especially the obsession with world domination via war. Thus, not wars of 

‘necessity’ (e.g., defence) simply imperial wars of choice, as over resources such as oil and gas. 

And, as earlier with England, France, etc., domination exerted both directly and indirectly, 

frequently with unintended consequences, - especially war between contending powers. Also, 

commonly, blow-back terrorism. In other words, the still-flawed mercantile system which has led 

so many nations into the West’s catastrophic counter-productive wars. On that, Sachs stresses how 

it is vitally important for “...the U.S. Congress to reestablish decisionmaking over war and peace. 

That is its constitutional role, indeed perhaps its most important constitutional role as a bulwark 

of democratic government. Yet Congress has almost completely abandoned this responsibility.” 

Altogether true, since unfortunately the dominating power of US high finance is by now so extreme 

that the finance sector has gained control over both major parties in Congress. For, it appears that 

in the US such critical ‘democratic decisions’ may have been effectively privatised. See Michael 

Hudson. (MH1, e.g., 274- 323) However, people in Europe, Australia and other nations may still 

be able to attain remediation through voters pressuring their government to engage in Quantitative 

Investment, - in public health, education, employment, social security, environmental protection 

and all other sorely-neglected key areas, - as now recommended by many including Percy Allan, 

(PA) https://johnmenadue.com/percy-allan-how-to-avoid-a-recession-why-qi-should-replace-qe/  .  

   And just consider how without war all could live comfortably via the benefits of mutually 

satisfying enterprises and trade, those benefits expanding year by year as cooperative inventiveness 

reduced hardship and improved the health and vitality needed to enrich the world’s diverse cultures. 

Indeed, the present confusion is tragic because it is as if societies are still floundering in an ancient 

bog, having lost their capacity for imagination, even their will to insist on a truly democratic fair 

economy to replace the self-servng faulty versions. For example some were encouraged by Old 

Testament, Genesis 1, where God creates Nature step-by-step before instructing man on his 

obligations to “Be fruitful and multiply…. replenish the earth, and subdue it, ……and have 

dominion over every living thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life. ….” etc. And 

yet one can imagine how an enlightened public could attain justly-sustainable economies by 

https://raymcgovern.com/
http://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley
https://johnmenadue.com/percy-allan-how-to-avoid-a-recession-why-qi-should-replace-qe/
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insisting on its democratic right to attain justice via their essential fiscal public finance needs. For 

example, a dinkum Chifley-style peoples bank (at last!), public-health, education, employment, 

essential infrastructure; plus environmental programs to protect Nature and all other key areas. In 

other words, to make good on making democracy play in the economy the central role it should 

always have had.  

   For a better understanding of what’s needed it’s well worth taking account of Adam Smith’s The 

Theory of Moral Sentiments his powerful guide to understanding how human thought processes 

and feelings evolved. (1759) (AS_MS) For here we see how concern for our own needs is balanced 

by concerns over how we treat others and how they regard us. Then, getting to understand the 

foundations of fair trade we can reconsider his Wealth of Nations. For it reveals how modern 

industrial economies can adequately serve all without deliberate over-production (AS_WN, 

IV.8.49.) and otherwise stealing by cheating via monopolies and other scams. Although the term 

‘capitalism’ was not used in his day, yet Smith understood how capital, (Natural, operating, fixed, 

etc.) was essential to support any equitable fair system. Critically, however, such a system hinges 

on just how these ‘capital’ assets are organised across the economy, whether fairly, - or skewed to 

favour a particular societal sector. Indeed, the mercantile system of his day was condemned by 

Smith precisely because it favoured the elite minority, e.g., those whose family had ‘acquired’ land 

in feudal times by military force. To rectify the resultant extreme maldistribution of ‘wealth’ Smith 

wisely counselled justice in all transactions, all exchanges involving land, goods and services. On 

services, a great concern was how elites’ obsession to maximise production drove them to minimise 

‘on-the-floor’ factory pay to subsistence levels. Indeed, this made worse by various scams, 

especially monopolies and debt peonage which diverted wealth to the elites’ parasitic financial 

sector.(MH2, MH3, MH4) Such ‘comparative advantage’ was bad enough domestically, but via 

Royal Charters it was applied to many territories across the globe (e.g., India, Africa, Indies).(SR) 

Moreover, stemming from the resultant competition between rival powers themselves, it became 

the prime cause of recurrent intra-European wars with their mutually counter-productive 

catastrophic outcomes, including WWI and WWII.  

How Wars’ Prevention Makes Sense  

   Indeed, the universally calamitous outcomes of the major powers’ wars with one another should 

long since have stimulated them to investigate, debate, and remedy Europe’s socio/economic 

system which induced aggressive trading and wars, the very system Smith had long condemned. 

For, clearly such practices are totally opposed to what Adam Smith, Jesus of Nazareth, Jeffrey 

Sachs (JSa1 & JSa 3) and all level-headed people regarded as an appropriate, just, or even sane 

response to the periodic economic ascendency of other nations.(PK) Obviously, mutually-

destructive wars are counter-productive all round: overall human costs in tens of millions of lives, 

shattered bodies and minds making no sense whatever. For, the absence of their talents represents 

an enormous loss to their countries, a tragic loss to their families, indeed a terrible loss to the world, 

especially for what they would have contributed to future generations. And all on the vastest of 

scales, requiring extensive restoration, - yet with the extraordinary ever-growing accumulation of 

each nation’s war debts. (see MH4; IB5, p. 22-25 for Adam Smith’s data) Moreover, that other 

constant feature of mercantile political economies, periodic economic depressions due to massive 

over-production, such still applying to all industrialised nations today.  

   In short, a world already struggling with mounting environmental crises due to that centuries-

long obsessive production maximisation (toxic pollution, climate change, etc.) which continues to 

accentuate those crises via further wars of uncapped magnitude. Clearly, such a course is totally 
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inconsistent with future life on Earth. Recognising the possibility of such a far better outcome for 

Europe and the world had WWI been avoided, I suggest a similar approach to our confused mess-

ups of today. That is, to re-examine the fateful steps taken (or not taken) which made each disaster 

inevitable. For example, the failure to analyse the deep faults in Europe’s mercantile system which 

led to societies’ inequalities and wars (as revealed by Smith, Hobson, Hudson, etc.). Recognise 

these shortcomings as the basis of their undemocratic behaviour: aggressive trade and wars 

between the powers, including those fought over the spoils gained by colonising and enslaving 

‘lesser peoples’.(UNESCO) Freely admit that all this was common practice and the core reason for 

what misled major powers into ever-larger counter-productive wars between themselves.  

   That is most important for all to keep in mind as we analyse the basis of previous wars because, 

never properly considered and openly debated, the underlying mercantile system has been allowed 

to continue on (in all its catastrophic ways) unquestioned, and thus simply accepted ‘as normal’. 

This is made very clear in Adam Smith’s writings where he condemns the very nature of the 

mercantile political economy of his day, its unfairness, exploitation of home and international 

citizens by monopolies and other ways of stealing:- wars, plunder, slavery etc.(GK)  However, 

those who have benefitted from the mercantile system have not accepted Smith’s judgement. 

Instead, it has been either ‘overlooked’ or systematically misrepresented as supporting the idea that 

in ‘free’ markets ‘greed is good’ because wealth, maximised at the top, is allowed to trickle down. 

However, as clearly evident, none of this has improved the plight of those disadvantaged. Instead, 

as industrialism expanded (benefits below remaining minimal) profits at the top have continued to 

grow enormously. Moreover, as Adam Smith historian Gavin Kennedy made clear, all evil features 

of evolving Western economies (low wages, monopolies, colonisations, plunder, slavery, wars, 

etc.) can be explained by the ever-expanding excesses of the mercantile political economy. 

(see http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/2011/02/ ( SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2011 for 

Gavin Kennedy’s comment on What Is Wrong With Mercantile Political Economy? By Ian 

Fletcher Also, re. Adam Smith, see Gavin’s reviews of ‘Learning From Adam Smith’, 

https://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley/pages/Adam_Smith_Essay.pdf   

(1) https://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/2010/12/australian-accurate-on-adam-

smith.html  and  

(2) http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/2014/01/  Readers may also find the above essay 

useful, the validity of its content having been vouched-for by the (the late) Gavin Kennedy, 

the highly-esteemed Adam Smith historian,  

Mutual Survival: Base Materialism Out the Window  

   Thus viewed, the background histories of both World Wars opens the way for a fresh start on 

abolishing war by instituting just and fair economies, a ‘package deal’ which could solve these two 

vitally important problems, most importantly, indeed urgently, since such is absolutely essential 

for the survival of species. Hence, before it’s too late, now is the time for all to begin afresh, to 

constitute a parallel, universally-fair, workable economic system that can deal with the mess the 

world is in from centuries of over-production, wars, wastage, pollution of air, land and sea. 

Moreover, we must all seriously assess one’s own needs in relation to the needs of others, most 

especially those of future generations. Just think of the predicament all are in, as long foreseen by 

scientists like David Attenborough, David Suzuki and many other insightful people including Pope 

Francis Bishop of Rome in his wonderful Laudato Si, On Care For Our Common Home.(PFBR) 

And, likewise, the suffering and enormous economic wastage from ever-recurring conflicts, - as 

the extraordinarily insightful Pope John XXIII related in his Pacem in Terris, on the universal 

http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/2011/02/
https://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley/pages/Adam_Smith_Essay.pdf
https://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/2010/12/australian-accurate-on-adam-smith.html
https://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/2010/12/australian-accurate-on-adam-smith.html
http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/2014/01/
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catastrophe of nuclear and other war.(PJXXIII) Put together, these losses make future life not just 

unstable but totally untenable. Accordingly, the urgency of transforming our chaotic economy into 

one that is sustainably just, one fair for all. On this, Smith recognised the primacy of natural capital 

as the source of all real ‘wealth‘ which supports the world’s living species (what we may think of 

as ‘Common Wealth’). Hence, humans must think of Nature as part of the Commons with 

themselves as Nature’s custodians (as do Australian Aboriginals).(BG) For, it is vitally important 

that true democracy becomes a central feature of economies the world over. Moreover, to support 

today’s and future generations of all the world’s living species, it is essential they be conserved for 

their own sake, as well as for all they will accomplish as they continue to interact with one-another.  

   Of course, due to impending widespread environmental catastrophes, everyone wants healthy 

survival for their families throughout life. Logically that makes urgent strong lobbying across all 

electorates to attain justly-balanced remedial government programs, something not in evidence to 

date. For, without such balanced fiscal stimuli the alarming increase in today’s environmental 

crises will cut short the lives of both our’s and future generations. That is common sense since all 

such crises stem from many centuries of over-production, for ‘too much’ was never enough to 

satisfy the West’s elite sectors. Consequently, the build-up of toxic cancer-causing chemicals and 

oil-derived plastics, etc., which are contaminating the biosphere (human and other) everywhere: 

throughout the air we breathe, the land, cities, crops, forests, waterways and oceans. Obviously, a 

gigantic task, but it must get started. Here two major problems stand out. Overwhelming in so many 

regions, climate change must be stopped short, all sources blocked. Likewise, since all are self-

destructive, wasteful, tragic and in every sense grossly contaminating, the world’s numerous wars 

must promptly cease. To ignore this is to hasten world-wide catastrophic destruction.  

   Indeed, industrial production must be limited to peoples’ essential needs. Since all superfluous 

production will exaggerate both toxic contamination and climate change, we must (above all) 

choose comprehensive biosecurity, including world-wide comfortable survival for selves and 

offspring. As Pope Francis recognises, excessive production and wealth diversion at the high 

finance level, has brought the world to its near fully-paralysed state. For these two, together with 

blood-soaked armaments and wars, continue to undermine the natural world we live by. Ongoing 

habitat loss and species extinction are far advanced. Indeed, unless we act our species will be 

included. So let’s not go beyond the point of no return. (Keep in mind, ‘The Doomsday Clock’ 

now reads ‘100 seconds to midnight’, a decision made by The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, 

January 23, 2020.) 

In short, efforts must focus on establishing continuity of appropriate life-supporting sectors of 

today’s largely paralysed economies across the world. For this, economist Professor Michael 

Hudson gives enormous help through his quite remarkable book, Killing the Host and How 

Financial Parasites, and Debt Bondage Destroy the Global Economy, a ‘must-read’ work now 

freely available online at, http://store.counterpunch.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Killing-The-

Host_PDF_V7.pdf .(MH1), Complementing the book, see also his two 30-min. YouTube 

interviews with Chris Hedges:  

1. Days of Revolt: How We Got to Junk Economics – YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4ylSG54i-A  and,  

2. Days of Revolt: Junk Economics and the Future - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMuIoIidVWI   

http://store.counterpunch.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Killing-The-Host_PDF_V7.pdf
http://store.counterpunch.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Killing-The-Host_PDF_V7.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4ylSG54i-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMuIoIidVWI
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These sources are highly revealing of the problem’s background as well as ways for 

humankind to establish sustainability for future generations by blocking the top-heavy 

financial parasites that currently dominate Western economies, It is indeed an extraordinarily 

well-thought-out work, beginning with an extremely-informative Introduction outlining 

Hudson’s realisations gained from the world of international finance (over time, he exposing 

one wealth-grabbing scheme after another); - and concluding with Chapter 29. The Fight 

for the 21st Century (p. 306-323) which indicates what can be done to stimulate key 

functions of today’s near-paralysed economies, - brief excerpt (MH1, p. 308) hereunder 

which lists, then expands on:  

“Ten Reforms to Restore Industrial Prosperity” 

1. Write down debts with a Clean Slate, or at least in keeping with the ability to pay  

2. Tax economic rent to save it from being capitalized into interest payments  

3. Revoke the tax deductibility of interest, to stop subsidizing debt leveraging  

4. Create a public banking option  

5. Fund government deficits by central banks, not by taxes to pay bondholders  

6. Pay Social Security and Medicare out of the general budget  

7. Keep natural monopolies in the public domain to prevent rent extraction  

8. Tax capital gains at the higher rates levied on earned income  

9. Deter irresponsible lending with a Fraudulent Conveyance principle  

10. Revive classical value and rent theory (and its statistical categories “ 

   Penultimately, let me encourage all concerned about our present world’s fast-failing flawed 

economies to take on the remarkable wisdom contained in Michael Hudson’s extraordinary 

unexcelled work: His exposition of the extreme threat to life on earth which ‘upper sectors’ of 

homo sapiens have brought upon the biosphere. And, given the will, the ways this very real threat 

may be overcome to sustain the lives of the young and future generations.  

Finally, A Reminder: The Fuller Meaning of Ancient Wisdom,  

   Here I want to make an essential point on the nature of truly ancient wisdom, by which I mean 

what enabled indigenous folk to survive through tens of thousands of years, as have First 

Australians. Easy to ‘take for granted’ but we really need to see it in action, displayed by its ‘in-

country’ custodians so we may truly absorb it. For, unless we do, we will be unable to come to 

terms with what future sustainability will entail to ensure the long-term survival of all species. (BG) 

And since that is essential (as well) to human survival, advantage must be taken of every 

opportunity to gain learning partnerships with Natures custodians, long-term indigenous peoples 

in their in-country every-day commitments. Thereby to absorb the ways necessary to protect other 

species, no matter how small, indeed, how microscopic. Here I’m thinking not only of the 

fertilisation of plants and animals by insects, but all unseen that goes on under and above ground. 

All the factors allowing aerial life to procreate and survive world-wide; and likewise, fish and the 

wide range of marine plants and animals to thrive, along coastlines and throughout the deepest 

oceans. 

    Over some decades David Suzuki and many others like David Attenborough have done much to 

spread such understanding among the general population. However, the public too deserve to be 

able to learn and respond on a day-to-day basis, such that societies can get back on track. That is 

especially urgent since the rate at which ‘civilisations’ are being undermined via the West’s ever-
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increasing industrial production, fast accumulating toxins of all kinds, plastic waste pollution and 

greatly under-estimating what a just and fair economy could accomplish, desperately needs 

democratic pressure to make it all happen! 

Wishing you all best prospects in your wonderful endeavours to save ‘all that’s left’, so to speak. 

Ian Buckley, 

ANU Emeritus Faculty 

Australian National University 

ACT 2601 Australia. 

CV: http://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley   

http://emeritus.anu.edu.au/members/ian_buckley
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https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/covid-2020-recession-how-to-respond-by-joseph-e-stiglitz-2020-06?utm_source=Project+Syndicate+Newsletter&utm_campaign=e355d75231-sunday_newsletter_05_07_2020&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_73bad5b7d8-e355d75231-93788377&mc_cid=e355d75231&mc_eid=1c72b3fce0
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/covid-2020-recession-how-to-respond-by-joseph-e-stiglitz-2020-06?utm_source=Project+Syndicate+Newsletter&utm_campaign=e355d75231-sunday_newsletter_05_07_2020&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_73bad5b7d8-e355d75231-93788377&mc_cid=e355d75231&mc_eid=1c72b3fce0
https://anu.emeritus.earth/members/ian_buckley/pages/event-120815.html
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United Nations Charter and Statute of the International Court of Justice, San Francisco, 24 

October, 1945, 

https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/ctc/uncharter.pdf  (UNC) 

United States Strategic Bombing Surveys (USSBS) Summary texts on web: 

European War: http://www.anesi.com/ussbs02.htm  

Pacific War: http://www.anesi.com/ussbs01.htm  (USSBS-Sum) 

(USSBS) Summary Report (Pacific War), (Pacific Report #1) July 1946, Vol.7,. ed. D. MacIsaac, 

Garland, New York, 1976  (USSBS-1) 

Webster, Sir Charles and Frankland, Noble. The Strategic Air Offensive Against Germany, 1939-

1945 HMSO, London, 4 Vols. HMSO, 1961  (W&F, i-iv) 

 

Dedication: The above work is dedicated to Allan Edward Buckley and the tens of millions of 

others needlessly sacrificed during World War Two (p. 23 above) which Winston S.Churchill 

described as “the unnecessary war” in The Gathering Storm, his History of World War Two. 
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